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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1. One of the objectives of the Arrangement regarding International Trade in 
(1) Textiles (the MFA), now renewed until 30 July 1986 , is to prevent dis-
ruption of the market in the importing countries. As a party to the MFA, 
the Community decided to open negotiations to renew the current bilateral 
textile agreements with various supplier countries which are also parties 
to the Arrangement, and the Council accordingly adopted the necessary 
negotiating directives. 
2. Taiwan, which is not a party to the MFA, is one of the "dominant" suppliers 
of textiles to the Community <the others being Hong Kong, Korea and Macao). 
Arrangements for the importation of textile products originating in Taiwan 
are based on Commission Regulation <EEC) n° 3020/77' 2; Council Regulation 
<EEC) No 255/78< 3; and a number of amending regulations. This non- contractual 
system runs until 31 December this year. ln order to prevent any disturbances 
to trade in textiles and clothing with Taiwan, therefore, new arrangements 
must be established early enough to come into force on 1 January 1983. 
3. The attached proposal for a regulation has been framed to take account of 
the Council's ''directives" for the textile negotiations, in particular those 
which apply to the "dominant" supplier countries'4: It is thus in line with 
the aim ot avoiding any discrimination between Taiwan and the other dominant 
suppliers, with which arrangements can be established by the negotiating 
process. 
The proposal for a regulation, then,provides for a four-year arrangement 
<1983-86) including, inter alia : 
• I • 
(1) Extension protocol dated 22 December 1981, concluded by Council Decision 
of 16 March 1982 (OJ No L83, 29 March 1982). 
(2) OJ No L 357, 31.12.1977 
(3) OJ No L 39, 9.2.1978 
(4) Though there is no provision tor negotiations with Taiwan, the Council 
directives name it among the dominant supplier countries. 
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-the establishment and allocation of Community quantitative import quotas; 
-provisions dealing with : flexibility <carry-forward, carry-over, transfer, 
cumulation); exit from the "basket" <for products not subject to quanti-
tative limitation); limits for products subject to quota, to prevent a 
"surge" of imports from one year to the next; charging against existing 
quotas of "fraudulent" imports <where there has been an attempt to ci rc-
umvent the rules); quota management, including provisions on crigin control 
and the documentation required for release for home use of products subject 
to restrictions; operations taking place under the outward processing relief 
arrangements. 
4. As the import arrangements for the other dominant supplier countries (Hong 
Kong, Korea and Macao) are still being worked out, the quantitative element 
of the Taiwan arrangements at this stage are only partial and provis1onal; 
quotas have been set for the first six months <1 January- 30 June) of 
1983, at 50% of the 1982 Level (zero growth); tor Group I categories, the 
Level is 50% of the 1982 quotas reduced by 10% across the board. It would 
hardly have been possible to adopt a non-discriminatory approach to Taiwan 
without having the arrangements with the other dominant countries more firmly 
~ i ..: ed. 
The Commission therefore reserves the right to send the CounciL another 
proposal for a Taiwan regulation as soon as possible, to amend the one adopted 
in the interim <i.e.the annexed proposal); the amending proposal would contain 
the quantitative quotas for the whole period from 1 January to 31 December 
1986, plus any other amendments needed to take account of the arrangements 
worked out for textile imports from the other dominant suppliers. 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) 
on the Arrangements for Imports of certain Textile Products 
originating in Taiwan 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 288/82 of 
5 February 1982 on common rules for imports 1 , and in 
particular Article 16 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1023/70 of 
25 May 1970 establishing a common procedure for administering 
quantitative quotas 2 , and in particular Articles 2, 4 and 
5 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3020/77 of 30 December 
1977, as confirmed by Council Regulation (EEC) No 255/78 of 
7 February 1978, on the arrangements for imports of certain 
textile products originating in Taiwan, and successive 
amendments, thereto allocate quantitative quotas in respect 
of imports into the Community and lay down the arrangements 
for imports into the Community of the products in question 
up to 31 December 1982; 
Whereas those arrangements should be maintained beyond that 
date and adjusted as part of the revision of the Community's 
entire commercial policy on textile products; 
Whereas Community quantitative quotas should be established 
for certain textiles originating in Taiwan, the concept of 
'originating products' being defined by the Community rules 
in force; 
10J No L 35, 9.2.1982, p.1. 
2 OJ No L 124 
' 8.6.1970, p.l. 
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Whereas in order inter alia to ensure compliance with t~e 
objectives of this Regulation, the release for free 
.. 
circulation of the products in question should be made subject to 
import authorization on presentation of an export document 
issued in Taiwan by a responsible body; 
Whereas, for the years 1983, 1984, 1985 and 198~ the size 
of these quotas should be fixed in such a way as to allow 
a certain annual growth whilst avoiding substantial injury 
to Community producers of similar or directly competing 
products, and also to allow carry-over and advance drawing 
of quota shares as between one year and another and transfers 
from one category of product to another; whereas, however, 
specific quota volumes should initially be fixed only for the 
first half of 1983; 
/ rc.IS, bt:L.IliSC or the .. COII'-idt·t.th\c dt~p;tritil'S 
L·~ \HTll dll' condition~ to whkh imports into 
_ Memhn ~t.ltl''> of the products in question arc at 
prc.,cnt suhJL'LI ami bcc.lU!>e o~ th~ particul.lr ~l·n,i­
tivity of the Community textile mdustry,. harmon-
ilation of these import conditions can be adHcvcd only 
~ra·l•. ~llv: whnca~, tn tl•i;, c:1d, tht". nuin cri.rcn.on 
for :h, :>llul·ation uf the Community quantJLHII r 
quotas should he that the volumt·s admitted unJu 
thl' p 1cscnt 1111port ..:ondnions ~hould be gr.tdu.1lly 
aJ.1ptcd to the ~upply needs of the m.'ukets, ~ 1th si~nific.111tly hi~her annual rates of mcre.tsc. for 
Mt·mhcr St.ltcs in which the volumes arc rcl.ltl\ cly 
the smalk~t. in order to align them ~radually on the 
supply needs of the markets; 
Whereas it is necessary to provide that neither handicraft 
er traditional folklore products,for which an appropriate 
certification system will be devised, nor prodUcts introduced into 
the customs territory of.the Community under the in\vard processing 
rules or under other temporary admission rules and re-exportedfrum 
that territory in the same state or after processing are to be set 
off ageinst the abovementioned quantitative quotas; 
11 h-., L-" f'' m·1ston ;,houid he tn.hk for introduung, 
,, hcrl' '-crt~1n l'onditions arc fulfilkd, quanttt.lti\C 
lin111' on tl'xtik pruJuu~ whid1 arc indudcJ in the 
till I"" t ,~rr.lltAcmcnts .1pplica"l" to Taiwan but for" 
"'"'"no qu.111titattve limit h;lN !wen fixrd; 
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Where~s it should be possible, where a quantitative quota 
has been substantially under-utilized in one year, to 
restrict on certain conditions the growth of imports of the 
product concerned in subsequent years; 
Whereas it should be possible, where it is found that 
products originating in Taiwan and subject to this Regulation 
have been imported into the Community in an attempt to 
evade the provisions of this Regulation, to deduct the 
quantity of goods concerned from the appropriate quantitative 
quotas established under this Regulation; 
Whereas it should be possible to introduce specific 
quantitative quotas for products obtained under the outward 
processing relief arrangements; 
Whereas the import arrangements at present in force expire 
on 31 December 1982; where'.a-• it is necessary to provide for 
I ransitional arrangements in respect of products shipped before January 1983; 
Whereas · the Commission has consulted the Advisory Committee 
set up under Article 5 of Regulation (EEC) No 288/82, 
HAS ADO?TED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Article 2 
From 1 January 19'3 to 31 December 198b import-
ation into rhe Community of the products indica'tcd 
in the c.ucgorics listed in Annex I shall be soverned 
by the proviaions of thia Rc:sulation. 
1. In 1983, 1984, 1985 and 1986, importation into the 
Community of textile products listed in Annex II and 
originating in Taiwan shall be effected within the limits 
of Community quantitative quotas, the allocation being 
made in such a way as to ensure the expansion and orderly 
development of trade in textiles and gradual adjustment 
to the supply needs of the markets and also to allow for 
carry-over and advance drawing as between one year and 
another and for transfers from one category to another. 
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The quotas for the period 1 January to 30 June 1983 are 
indicated in Annex II. The quotas for the whole of 1983 
and for 1984, 1985 and 1986 shall be fixed before 1 July 1983 
by the Council, acting by a qualified majority on a 
proposal from the Commission. 
2.For the purposes of the application of this Regulation, 
the concept of originating products, as well as the means 
of controlling their origin, are those fixed by the 
Community rules in force on this matter. 
3. The release for free circulation in the Community of the 
products referred to in paragraph 1 shall be subject to 
the presentation of the import authorization referred to 
in Article 5(3) of Regulation (EEC) No 1023/70. Subject 
to the other provisions of that Article, the import 
authorization shall be issued by the Member States' 
authorities at the importer's request, on presentation by 
the said importer of an export document conforming to the 
model in Annex Ill, issued by the Taiwan Textile Federation. 
:-. r rts &u. ~:._.·r·i.?.cd in accordance with the above provisions 
shall be set off against the quotas established for the year 
in which the products were shipped in Taiwan. 
For the purposes of this Regulation, shipment of the goods 
is considered to have taken place on the date of their 
loading onto the exporting aircraft, vehicle or vessel. 
4. The release after 1 January 1983 for free circulation in the 
Community of the products covered by this Regulation shall 
be subject to the same import arrangements as were in force 
before that date, provided the products were shipped in 
Taiwan before 1 January 1983 • 
.); • Sl:wuld it appear that additional supplies of a product 
listed in Annex II are required in the Co~· it . 
• uuuun y or ~n a 
g~ven region of the Community the . . 
' ~mportat~on of amounts 
greater than those stipulated in the "d An sa~ nex II may be 
authorized in accordance with th d 
e proce ure laid down in 
Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 1023/70. 
---------- - -----
Article 3 - 5 -
1.Imports of textile products belonging to the categories 
to which this Regulation applies, originating in Taiwan 
and not listed in Annex II, may be made subject to 
quantitative limits in the Community where the level of 
those imports exceeds the level of the total imports of 
the same product in the preceding year by the following 
percentages: 
- for the categories of products in Group I: 0.2% 
- for the categories of products in Group II: 1% 
- for the categories of products in Group III: 3% 
2. Where the imports referred to in paragraph 1 into a given 
region of the Community exceed the following regional 
percentage of the total amount calcu~aned for the 
Community as a whole by means of the percentages 
shown in paragraph 1, they may be made subject to 
quantitative limitation in that region: 
Germany 28.5% 
Benelux 10.5% 
France 18.5% 
Italy 15% 
Denmark 3% 
Ireland 1% 
United Kingdom 23.5% 
Greece 2% 
3. Such limits may not be set at an annual level lower than 
106% of the volume of imports during the year preceding 
that in which imports exceeded the threshold established 
in accordance with paragraph 1, nor lower than the level 
established under paragraph 1, nor lower than the 1980 
volume of imports of the ca~egory of products in question 
originating in Taiwan. 
4. The limits referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be 
set by the Commission in accorance with the procedure 
referred to in Article 11. 
5. The provisions for the administration of the quantitative 
quotas described in Article 2, and in particular 
Articles 2, 4 and 6 to 9 of this Regulation, shall apply 
to quantitative limits established under this Article, 
subject to any different provisions adopted in accordance 
with the procedure described in Article 11. 
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Article 4 
1. The Member States may authorize imports in excess of the 
quantitative quotas as established by Article 2, either 
by carrying-over quantities not utilized from the quotas 
of the preceding year or by advance drawing on the quotas 
for the following year provided such carry-over or 
advance drawing does not exceed 5% of the quota being 
increased. 
2. Member States may authorize the transfer of unused 
quantities in one quota to another quota only within 
the following limits: 
- Between categories 4 to 8 of Group I : 2.5% of 
the quota to which the transfer is made; 
- from the categories in Groups I, II and Ill to 
categories in Groups II or Ill: 5% of the 
qL~ta to which the transfer is made. 
The table of equivalences applying to transfers is 
given in Annex I. 
3. The cumulative application of the flexibility 
arrangements set out in the preceding paragraphs may 
not exceed, with regard to each quota: 
- 10% for the categories in Group I 
- 11% for the categories in Groups II and Ill. 
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Article 5 
1. If in a given year the level of imports into the Community 
or a region of the Community of a given category of Group I 
products listed in Annex II exceeds the level of imports in 
the preceding year by 10% of the Community or regional 
quantitative quota for the current year, the Commission 
may at the request of a Member State or on its own 
initiative decide, in accordance with the procedure 
described in Article 11: 
- to suspend, wholly or in part, the application of 
the provisions of Article 4, or 
- to modify the quantitative quota set out in Annex II 
by establishing an ad hoc quota below the 
existing quota, and 
- to make corresponding adjustments by way of 
compensation. 
2. A quantitative quota modified pursuant to paragraph 1 in 
any year preceding the final year of application of 
this Regulation year shall be subject to a growth rate so 
as to ensure that the level of the quantitative limit set 
out in Annex II for the final year is regained in that 
year. 
3. A quantitative quota modified pursuant to paragraph 1 may 
not be set at a level lower than 125% of the volume of 
imports attained during the preceding calendar year. 
4. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not apply to a given 
category unless the quantitative quota established in 
Annex II for that category represents at least 1% of 
total Community imports during 1980. 
5. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not apply to a given 
category unless the level of imports originating in Taiwan 
during the current year represent at least 50% of the 
quantitative quota set out in Annex II for that category 
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in the Community as a whole or in any region or regions 
of the Community concerned. 
Article 6 
Where it is found that products originating in Taiwan which 
are subject to quantitative quotas established under this 
Regulation have been transshipped, rerouted or otherwise 
imported into the Community in circumvention of this 
Regulation, the Commission may, in accordance with the 
procedure described in Article 11, deduct from the 
quantitative quotas established under this Regulation an 
amount equivalent to the amount of products of Taiwanese 
origin concerned. 
Article 7 
Specific quotas for products of economic outward processing 
operations fulfilling the conditions set out in Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 636/82 may be established in accordance 
wii.:·.l the procedure described in Article 11 in respect of the 
products listed in Annex 11 or subject to quantitative 
limits under Article 3. 
Article 8 
Products referred to in Article 1 which are brought 
into the customs territory of the Community under 
inward proccs~oing arran~cments or under other 
temporary admission arrangements and re-exported 
fr<dn that tcrri~ory in the unalt~red state or after 
prucc~:-.ing shall not be charged against the quotas 
.1s cstJbh~hed in Articles 2 and 3. 
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Article 9 
Products referred to in Article 1 will not be deducted 
from the quotas referred to in Articles 2 and 3 if 
they comply with the criteria set out below: 
1. (a) fabrics, woven on handlooms entirely operated 
by hand or feet, of a traditional variety made 
by the cottage industry in Taiwan, 
(b) clothes or other textile articles of a traditional 
variety fabricated by the cottage industry in 
Taiwan, obtained manually from fabrics described 
above and handsewn without the aid of machinery, 
(c) hand-made traditional folklore textile products 
made by the cottage industry in Taiwan. 
2. For the application of paragraph 1, imports must be 
accompanied by a certificate conforming to the model in 
Annex 4, issued by the Taiwan Textile Federation. 
Article 10 
Where reference is made to the procedure provided for in 
Article 11, the Committee referred to in the said Article 
shall, for the purposes and the lifetime of this Regulation, 
be the Textile Committee set up under Article 14 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3059/78. 
Article 11 
Where reference is made to the procedure defined in this 
Article, the following provisions shall apply: 
1. The chairman, on his own initiative or at the request 
of the representative of a Member State, shall refer 
the matter to the Committee. 
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2. The Commission representative shall submit draft measures 
to the Committee. The Committee shall deliver an opinion 
on the draft measures within a period which may be fixed 
by the chairman depending on the degree of urgency of 
the matters to be examined. The Committee shall decide 
by a qualified majority as specified in the first indent 
of Article 148 (2) of the Treaty. The chairman shall 
not vote. 
3. (a) The Commis~ion ~h:tll ndopt the mca~ures' 
propo~cd whnc they art• in conformity with 
dtc ( :o111mittce's opinion. 
Article 12 
(b) Where the measures proposed :trc not in 
conformity with the Committee's opiuwn, or 
whcrt· no opinion ha~ bt·en llin·n, the 
Con11ni~~ion ~h.tll sul-mit to the Coum:il 
without del:ty :1 propo~al for the mc:t\Utcs to 
be taken. The Council shall act by a qualified 
majority. 
(c) Should the Counlil f:til to take a decision 
within one month of the date on which the 
proposal was laid before it, the Commission 
1hall adopt the prop()sed measures. · 
The chairman may, on his own initiative or at tht· 
request of one of the Member States' representatives, 
consult the Committtc: about any other matter rclanng 
to the operation of this Regulation. 
Article 13 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
ANNEX 1· 
LIST OF PRODUCTS 
<referred to in Article 1) 
j;. 
' 
ANNEX I LIST OF PRODUCTS 
-----·-
OROUPI A 
i Table NIMEXE 
c:..py CCThadi .. No QOdc o.cripcioa pieces/kg IL~4'it1 ! 
I ss.os ~S.OS-13: Couon yam, not pu& up ror recail 
I 19: 21: 2S: aale 
27:29;JJ; 
35;37;41; 
45;46;48;!1 ·53 ·S'S ·51 
.s-f; j!; 61; J I 
65;67;69; 
72:7s:n: 
.91&1·~· 
-
SSjB~ 1 
l SS.09 Other woven fabrics of coteoR: 
55.09-03; Woven fabrics of cotton, 
04; 05; 06; other than aauze, terry fa-
--i-1-~08;09; 12: 13: bric:a, nllri'Ow woven fabrics, pile fabrics, chenille fabric:a, 
I 
; 
I 
-
....-..- --· 
ot 
14; 1.5:.16: 
17; 19; 21: 
29;32;34; 
3.5;37;38; 
39; 41; 49; 
51;52;53; 
54; 55; 56; 
57;59;61; 
63 ; .611 • 65: 
66;67;~; 
69; 70; 71: i "'!: 73:~: 
• j ~ 11\' 7""; 
'114; 1'1, !10; 
111;112•!13· 
84;»1:~~ 
91;92;93: 
98;99 
09-06: 
07.0 • 51; 
52;53;54: 
55; 56: 57; 
tulle and other net fabric. 
~l·88·14J I I 
a) or which other lhan ... 
bleached or blelached 
59; 61; 63; 
~()5;66; 
67; 70; 71; If~ 
»fJ;.tf; H; 
83;B4:ie: 5' ·Sl · 88 ·ea I J / ~ 90; 91:92: 
93;98; 99 
I 
of equivalence 
g/piece 
-
: 
~ 
' ,. l 
,< 
c.., 
3 
I, 
CCI'MMintNo 
56.07 
A 
2 
NIMEXI ~ .. : .. ;p :f ot':.1 .. lLt'"Ct 
COik Dncrlflliolt , ..... ai~c•s/kg { ...,9831 Ql=i•c• 
.. 
~ 
Woven fabrics of man· made 
fibres (discontinuous or wute): 
A. Of synthetic tclltile Iibra: 
S6.07-0I: Woven fabrics of synthetic 
04;0S;07: fibres (discontinuous or 
08; 10:12: waste) other than narrow 
IS; 19;20; woven fabrics. r.ile fabrics 
22: 2S: 29: (includin!. terry abrica) aDd 
30;31;3S; chenille abrica 
38;39:40: 
41;43;4S; 
46;47:49 
56.07-01: a) Of which other tlaaa u-
OS· 07 · 08 · bleached or blncbecl 
12: IS: 19: 
22: 2S; 29; 
31;35;38: 
40; 41: 43; 
46;47:49 
c:...., 
-
4 
-
' 
-
6 
GROUP I B 
NI M £XI 
CCT lleadillt No code Dncrip&lott 
"""" {....,'385) 
-
60.04 Under aarments, knitted or c:ro-
B 1 cheted, not ela&tic or rubberized: 
11 1) 60.04-19; Shirts, T -shirts, liahtwei&ht b) 
c) 20;22:23; fine knit roll. polo or turtle 24;26;4\; necked jumpm and pull· IV b) I aa) 
dd) SO; S8; 71; overs, underveMs and the like, 
2 cc) 79;89 knitted or crocheted, not elas· 
d) I aa) tic or rubberized, other than 
dd) babies' garments, of cotton or 
2 dd) synthetic textile fibres; T-shirts and lightweight fine 
knit roll, polo or turtle necked 
jumpers and pullovet'S, of re· 
aenerated textile fibres, other 
than babie5' aarments 
.J 
----- --
.. 
60.05 O~ter Jarments and other articles, 
A I knttte or crocheted, not elauic 
11 b) 4 bb) 11 aaa) I or rubberized: 
bbb) . 
CCC) A. Outer garments and clothina 
ddd) accessones: 
eee) 60.05-01: Jerseys, pullovers, slip-overs, 22 bbb) 
CCC) 31:33:34; waistcoats, twinsets, cardi-
ddd) 35;36;39: gans, bed-jackets and jum-
eee) 40;41:42: pers. knitted or crocheted, not 
Ill) 43 ela~uc or rubberized, of wool, 
of cotton or of man-m:ade tex· 
tile li bret 
- . -------J.... ______ r._:_ ... __ -·-----J 
61.01 
8 V d) I 
2 
3 
6102 
e) I 
2 
3 
B 11 e) 6 aa) 
bb) 
CC) 
61.01~2: 
64·66·72· 
74; 76. • 
61.02-66; 
68; 72 
Mea's and boys' outer prm~u: 
--
Women'$, girls' and infanta' Olter 
aarmcnts: 
B. Other: 
Men\ and boys' ~oven 
breed . .:~. ~hort' iind trc.users 
(mcl.udang sl~(;ks): wolllen·a. 
asrls and anfanta' woven 
trousers and slacks, of wool, 
~f cottoR or of man-made tex-
ule fibres 
3 
. .....,.. __ 
T•:le of eQuiv•L•"'ct 
oieces/kg g/gi•ce 
I 
-· 
' 
6.48 I 154 
I 
l 
I l 4-53 221 I L J 
-· 
' 
: 
1. 76 568 
4 
·-·--· 
NIMi.XE 
Dncri,._ Tabl~ of ~Quival~nct c...., CCTIN.Mo~~tNo code 
~ 
~'3113) pieces/kg g/piece 
·--7 60.05 Outer garments and other articles. · A 11 b) 4aa) 22 knitted or crocheted, not elastic 33 or rubberized: [ 44 
55 A. Outer garments and docllina 
accessories: 
11. Other HS 180 
61.02 Women's, airla' and infante' outer B U e) 7 bb) garments: 
cc) 
dd) B. Other: 
60.05-22; Blouses and shirt-blouses, 
23; 24; 25 icnitted, crocheted (not elaatic 
or rubberized), or woven, for 
61.02-78: women, girls and infants, of • 82;84 wool, of cotton or of man-
made textile fibres 
--- .. _ ... 
------: J Men's and boy's under garments,! . I a 61.03 4-60 211 A including colhars, shirt fronts and cuffs: 
61.03-11: Men's and boys' shirts, 
IS; 19 woven, of wool, of cotton or 
of man-made tutile fibres 
-- .. ____. ~---· 
• 
.. 
c...., 
9 
I 
I 
20 
22 
I 
23 
Nl~EXI 
ccr"--i .. No code (tMI) 
(~t3fl~) 
--
55.08 
62.02 
p Ill a) I 
55.08-10; 
30;50;80 
62.02-71 
···--
--
62.02 
B I a) 
C) 
62.02-12; 
13; 19 
- -..... --· 
56.05 
A 
--- ----
56.05 
8 
I ~{) 05-03: 
I o•. ()7 ')({· 
I I: 13: IS; 
19:21; 23; 
25: 21!; 32: 
34;36;31!; 
39; 42: 44; 
45: 46; 47 
56.05-21: 
23;25:28; 
32;34;36 
56.05-S I; 
55;61;65 
71: 75; 81 
.85:91;95 
!99 
i 
__ I 
t 
' I Dacripliolt 
--·- ------------"'s __ A 
Titlt of tQwivllt~ct 
pieces/~g 
··- ~----------------------~. ~-----
Terry 1owelling and simih.r lerty 
fabrics of con on: 
Bed linen, table linen. 1oilct linen 
and kilchen linen; curtains and 
o1her furni~hingarticl~: 
B. Other: 
Woven couon terry fabrics; 
toilet and kilchen linen of 
woven conon 1erry fabrics 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen 
and kitchen linen; cunains and 
other furnishing articles: 
B. Other: 
Bed linen, woven 
Yam of man-made fibres (discon-
tinuous or wasle), not put up for 
retail sale: 
A. Of synthelic lex tile fibres: 
Yam of disconlinuous or 
wnte ~ynthetic tibrei. nut put 
up for retail sale 
--
a) or which acrylic 
Yam of man-made fibres (dJscon-
linuous ot waste), not pul up for 
re1ail ~ale: 
B. Of reaem:rated texulc: fibres: 
I --
Yam of discontinuous or 
waste reaenerated fi brea, not 
put up for retail sale 
.. 
'<) 
c-.., 
31 
• 1 
39 
CCT.._.illl,.. 
u S8.04 
... 
62.02 
B 11 a) 
C) 
JIJ a) 2 
c) 
................ 
-·· 
-· 
NIMt.XI T .a: l• 
CIDde 0acflpl10• 
(oWN) r,.;ec~ts/kg (.-1'383) 
Woven pile fabric:s and chenille 
fabrics (other thlln terry towellina 
or similar terry fabric:s of cotton 
fallina within heading No SS.08 
and fabrics fallina within headina 
No·SII.05): 
58.04-07; Woven pile fabrics and chen· 
11; 15: 18 ille fabrics (other .than terry 
41;43;45 fabrics of cotton and narrow 
bl ;63;67 woven fabrics), of wool, of 
69;71:7S cotton or of man-made textile 
77; 711 ftbres 
. 
58.04-63 a) of which cotton corduroy 
62.02-40; 
42·44·46· 
SI; S9: 6S; 
72; 74; 77 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen 
and kitchen linen: curtains and 
other fumishina anicles: 
B. Other: 
Woven table linen, toilet and 
kitchen linen, other than or 
couon teny fabric 
•. 
6 
. 
of •Q~ivo~lt"\C:t 
g/Diece 
! ; 
; 
I 
' 
I 
' i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
c....,. 
12 
13 
14A 
148 
ISA 
IS 8 
CCT lladi~~t No 
--··-
60.03 
A 
A I 
11 b) 
c 
0 
60.04 
B IV b) I cc) 
2dd) 
161.01 I A 1 
61.01 
d) I cc:) 
2 cc:) 
B Vb) I 
2 
3 
61.02 
B I a) 
61.02 
B 11 c) I aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
2 aa) 
bb) 
CC) 
-
NlMEX£ 
aide 
+*it 
--1'393 
60.03-11; 
19;20:27; 
30;90 
60.04-48: 
56;7S;8S 
61.01..01 
61.01-41: 
42;44;46; 
47 
61.02..05 
\61.02-31; 
132;33:3S; 
I 36:37:39: 
1 4() 
I 
GROUP 11 8 
OetcripliOft 
-
Stockinp, under stockinp, socks. 
ankJe·socks, sockettes and the 
lite, kniued or crocheted. not 
elastic or rubberized: 
Other than women's llockinp 
or synthetic textile Iibra 
Under garments, knlltcd or cro-
cheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
Men's and boy's underpants 
and briefs, women's. airls' 
and infants' (other rhan b:l 
bies') knickers and briefa, 
knitted or crocheted, not clas· 
tic or rubberized, of cotton or 
sythctic textile fibres 
Men's and boys' outer garments: 
Men's and boys' coats or im· 
preanated, coated. covered nr 
laminated woven fabric fall· 
inr within headina No S9.08, 
591! "'(fll:.: 
Men·~ and huy," outer aannent~: 
Men's and boys' woven over-
coats, raincoats and other 
coats, cloaks and e&pel', other 
than those of category 14 A, 
of wool, of cotton or of man· 
made textile fibres 
.. 
-
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
aarments: 
B. Other: 
Women·~. a~rls' and in~:•rrt~' 
coats of impregnated, co11tl.'l .. 
covered or laminated woven 
fabrrc falling withrn headina 
No S9.og, 59.11 or 59.12 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments: 
B. Other: 
Women·~. girls' and infant~' 
woven o~ercoat~. raincoats 
.rnd other COIIIS, cloaks and 
cape'. J.H:kct• <~nd hla7C:nl, 
other th • .tn ~arm~nts of c<~te· 
gury 1 5 A,, ol wool, of cnuon 
,;r of man-made textrle fibres 
i 
l j 
7 
Table of equivalence 
pieces/kg g/piece 
1 -
I 
! 
24-3,..' 
I 
I 41 I ' . I 
t 
I 
I 
l 
17 59 
1.0 t 000 
1389 
.. 
l 
()-84 
1190 
.. 
l 
J 
·I 
1 
•' 
.. 
' 
! 
.! 
' 
c.,., 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21 
CCTIIeldi11Ne 
61.01 
B Vc) I 
2 
l 
61.01 
B Va) I 
2 
3 
61.03 
8 
c 
I I ~I.OS 
8 I 
Ill 
61.01 
B IV 
61.02 
8 11 d) 
NIMEXI 
... 
(tMi) 
..f981l 
61.01·51: 
54:57 
61.01-34: 
36;37 
61.03-SI; 
SS; S9; 81; 
85;89 
61.05-20 
61.05·30; 
99 
61.01·29; 
31;32 
61.02-25; 
26;28 
DelctlpiiOII 
Men's and boys' outer aarments: 
Men·~ 11nd tluy'' woven •uila 
(includint& cunrdinucc Nuita 
cun~iMIInt& uf twn ur three · 
picceM, which ire urdcr~:d, 
picked, cun~ianed und nor· 
mally sold to,ether) or wool, 
of couon or o man·madt tu· 
dlt nbrts, IIChadinl lkl IUIII 
Men's and boys' outer aarments: 
Men's and boy5' woven jack· 
ets (ellcluding waister jackets) 
and blazers of wool, of cotton 
or of man-made textill' l'!~~c1 
Men's and boys' under garmer t. •• 
including collars, shirt fronrs .tn· I 
cuffs: 
Men's and boys' woven und~r 
aarments other than shirt~, of 
wool, of cotton or of man· 
made texile librn 
----·-· 
Handkerchiefs: 
A. Of woven cotton fabric, of a 
value of more than 15 ECU 
ka net weiaht 
B. Other: 
Handkerchief~ of woven 
fabric, of " nlue of not more 
than IS ECU/ka net weiaht 
Men's and boys' outer garments: 
Women's, girls' and infanu' outer 
garments: 
B. Other: 
Parkas; anoraks, windchea· 
ters, waister jackets and the 
like, woven, of wool, of cot· 
ton or of min·m~&de textile 
fibres 
--- 8 
Table of equivalence 
pieces/kg ;/piece 
' 
fl llSO 
100 
59 17 
,. 
2·3 <435 
.. 
Cllqiii'Y CCT "-'ittt Ne 
2 .. 60.04. 
8 IV b~ I bb~ 
d I bb 
8 IV b) 2 aa) ---
bbl 
d) 2 aa) 
bb) 
26 60.05 
A 11 b) 4~) 11 
22 
33 
44 
61.02 
8 11 e) 4 bb) 
~) 
dd) 
ec) 
27 60.05 
A 11 b) 4dd) 
61.02 
8 11 e) S aa) 
bb) 
~) 
28 6005 
A 11 b) 4 ee) 
................ 
NIMEXI 
code 
«....,. 
(--113(3) 
60.04-<47: 
73 
60.04-SI; 
S3;81;83 
Dltcriptioll 
Under aarments, knitted or cro-
cheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
Men's and boys' pyjamas, 
knitted or crocheted, of cot· 
ton or of synthetic !Utile 
flbrea 
Women's, girl!\' and infants' 
(other than babies'} kniued or 
crocheted pyjamas and night 
dresses, of canon or synthetic 
lihres 
Outer garments and other anicle~. 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized: 
I' 
A. Outer aannents and clothina ! 
accessories: 
11. Other 
Women's, airls' and infants' outer 
garments: 
8 .. Other: 
60.05-4'i; Women's, girls' and infPnt~' 
46; 47; 48 (other than babies') ~oven 
and knined or crocheted 
61.02-48; dresses of wool, of cotton or 
S2; 53; 54 of man·made textile fibres 
Outer garments and other articl~, 
knitted or crocheted, not elasuc 
or rubberized: 
A. Outer aarments and clothin1 
accessories: 
11. Other 
Women's, &iris' and infants' outer 
garments: 
B. Other: 
60.0S·Sl; Women's, girls' and infants' 
S2;S4;S8 (other than babies') woven 
and knitted or crocheted 
61.02-57; skins, including divided skirts 
S8;62 
Outer Jarm.:nts and other articles, 
lcni lle or · :rocheted, not clastic 
or rubberize j: 
A. Outer g.,rments and clothina 
accessor es : 
11. Other: 
60.05-61: Kniued or c:roc:betecl 62;64 trousers (except ~bona} 
other thu babies' 
cieces/kg 
3,9 
l 
3·1 
2-6 
[~' 
9 
g/ciece 
25? 
... 
---
313 
385 
620 
' 
·i 
I 
I 
/ 
I 
·1 
i 
J 
~ 
.\ 
... 
err a ss ~....._,., ... -..... _, ... ________ ~ 
10 
NIM£XI ... .,...._ 
..,.., ~itces,'kg g/chct 
----~--~----~(.~~~~~83~)~---------------J--------------------I 
29 61.02 
30A 
308 
31 
61 
8 11 e) 3 aa) 
bb) 
c:c) 
61.04 
B I 
61.04 
8 11 
tii.09 
J.) 
60.04 
AI 
11 
JJl 
a) 
b) 
C) 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
61.02-42~ 
43;44 
61.04-11: 
13: 11 
61.04-91; 
93:98 
61.09-SO 
60.04-02; 
03:04:06: 
07;08: 10; 
11: 12; 14 
Women's. airls' and infancs' outer 
aarments: 
B. Other: 
Women's, airls' and infanta' 
(other than babies') woven ' 
suits and costumes (includina 
coordinate suits consisting of 
two or three pieces which arc 
ordered. packed, con,igned 
and norm11lly sold IU¥clhcr 1. 
of wool, of cotton or of man· 
made tutile librea, exchadina 
ski suits 
Women's. airls' and infants' un-
der aarments: 
Women's, girls' and inf.Ants' 
woven pyjamas and night 
dresses, of wool, of cotton or 
of man-made textile fibres 
f. 
Women's, girls' and infants' un· 
der garments: 
Women's, airls' and infants' 
(other than babies') "Wmc:n 
under garments, other than 
pyjamas and night dresses, of 
wool, of cotton or of man· 
made textile libres 
Cor .. etll, corsc:t-bc:lts, ~u~pender· 
bc:hs. bra .. ~u:re~. hrace:;, 'u~ren· 
den, garten and the like: (includ· 
ing such articles of knitted or cro-
cheted fabrics) whether or not 
elastic: 
Brusieres. woven, knitted « 
crocheted 
Under prmcnb. knitted or cro-
cheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
A. Bab1es' garments; 11irls' gar-
ments up to and includina 
commcrci11l size 86: 
Babies· under aarments of 
knitted or crocheted fabrics. 
not clastic or rubberized 
1·37 730 
- G~f: -__ ls_o_ 
\ ,.., l 55 
.. 
c..., 
73 
76 
78 
11 
CCT lllldilll Ne 
60.05 
A 11 b) 3 
61.01 
B I 
61.02 
B 11 a) 
61.01 
A 11 
Bill 
V f) I 
I) I 
2 
3 
61.02 
B I b) 
11 C) 
e) 8 aa) 
9 aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
.. 
NIMEXI 
code {.Milt 
(...t~'l~) 
60.05-16; 
17; 19 
61.01·13; 
IS; 17; 19 
61.02·12: 
14 
61.01-09: 
24; .25; 26; 
81; 92: 95; 
96 
-
61.02-07; 
22:23: 24; 
SS; 90:91; 
92 
... 
----------- p _____ .. _
... .,_ .. 
Oacrip&iolt 
.. 
Oute:Jarments and oth• anlcles, 
knict or crocheted, not tlutic 
or rubberized: 
A. Outer pnnenta and clodliniJ 
acceuories: 
11. Other: 
Track suits of knitted or 
crocheted fabric, not ehas-
• tic or rubberized, or wool • 
or cotton or or man-made 
textile fibres 
Men's and boys' outer aarmenta 
Women's,airls' and infants' outer 
aarments: 
B. Other: 
Men's and boys' woven in· 
dustrial and occupational 
clothina: women'5, airls' and 
infant~' woven aprons, 
smock-overalls and other in· 
dusuial and occurational 
clothina (whether or not also 
suitable for domestic use). or 
wool, of cotton or of man• 
made te"tile fibres 
Men's and boys' outer garments: 
Men's and hoys' woven bath 
robes, dressing gowns, smok· 
ing jackets and similar indoor 
wear, ski su1ts consistina of 
two or three pieces and other 
outer garments, except aar· 
ments of categories 6, 14 A, 
14 B, 16, 17, 21, 76 and 79, c-f 
wool, of cotton or or man· 
made textile Iibra 
Women's, girls' and outer aar· 
menu: 
B. Other: 
Women's, girls' and infants' 
woven bath robes, dressina 
towns, bed jackets and similar 
indoor wear and outer aar· 
ments, except garments of 
categories 6, 7, 15 A, IS B, 21, 
26, 27, 29, 76, 79 and 80, of 
wool, of couon or of man· 
made textile fibres 
,, 
.. . 
Table of equivalence 
pieces/kg g/piece 
. 
1"7 600 
. 
• 
I 
' 
' 
: 
I 
: 
l I . 
I 
' .
.. 
. ----~~----
'i 
I 
I 
l 
l 
1 
1 
Catqory 
83 
CCT MNIIII No 
60.0S 
A Jla) 
b) 4 hh) 11 
22 
33 
44 
ijij) 11 
kk) 11 
11) 11 
22 
33 
44 
NIMIXI 
.. 
(~ 
( -1~Y~) 
60.05-04; 
76:n:711: 
79; Ill: 85: 
88; 89:90: 
91 
-··-
Dllcri, •• 
-
Outer pnnents and other anicla. 
knitted or crocheted. not eiUlic 
or rubberized: 
A. Outer aannents and clothina 
accessories: 
n. Other: 
Outer sarments, knitted 
or cro.:hetcd, not ela~tic 
or rubberized, other than 
prmenta of c:ateaories 5, 
7, 26, 27, 211. 71, 72. 73, 74 
' and 7S, of wool, of cotton 
or of man-made textile 
fibres . 
• 
.. 
12 
._. _ __. 
'. 
Table of equivalence 
pieces/kg g/piec:e 
.. 
. 
I . 
' 
... 
GROUP Ill A 13 --------r---------------~--------~----------------------~-----------------~------------·~------
c .. ..,_, CCT._. .... ,._ 
NIMEXI 
oode , ..... , 
~83} ----~--------~~~~~--~----------~----------------------i/~/~.04 
-
35 
l1111a) 
62.03 
B 11 b) I 
51.04 
A Ill b) 
51.04 
A IV 
51.04-06 
62.03·98 
5.of· 
59' 
51.04-08 
s 1.04-1 0; 
11; 13; IS; 
17; 18:21: 
23; 25: 27; 
28:32:34; 
36;41:48 
51.04-10; 
IS; 17; 18; 
23;25;27; 
28; 32; 34; 
41; 4ll 
Woven fabrics of m.n·made 
fibres (continuou~). includina 
woven fabrics of monofil or strip 
falling within headina No S 1.01 
or 51.02: 
A. Woven fabrics of synthetic 
textile fibres: 
Sacks and baa.'l, of a kind used 
for the packina of aooda: 
B. Of other textile materials: 
11. Other: 
Woven fabrics of strip or 
the like of polyethylene or 
polypropylene, less than 
3 m wide; woven sackl of 
such strip or the like 
Woven fabrics of man-made 
fibres (continuous), including 
woven fabrics of monofil or strip 
falling within heading No SI.OI 
or 51.02: 
A. Woven fabrics of 5ynthetic 
textile fibres: 
Wov!n fabrics of strip or the 
like of polyethylene or poly· 
propylene, 3 m or more wide 
Woven fahfl\:~ uf ntan·mlde 
fibres (continuou,.), includina 
woven fabrics of monofil or 5trip 
falling within headina No S 1.01 
orSI.02: 
A. Woven fabrics of synthetic 
textile fibres: 
Woven fabrics of synthetic 
textile fibres (continuous) 
other than those for tyres and 
those containina elastomeric 
yam: 
a) Of which other than un· 
bleached or bleached 
_......-.-.-- .. -. 
---· .. ---- ------ ---------------~ 
.. 
.I 
I ,, 
I 
I 
c......, 
. : 
31 
37 
38A 
31 B 
CCTIIud•"'No 
51.04 
Bill 
'-
-
56.07 
B 
... -
60.01 
B I b) I 
62.02 
A 11 
.,...,,_..-.-
NIMEXI 
code 
-I+Mi) 
Pl9113) 
51.04-55: 
S6: ~ll: 62; 
64;66;72: 
74; 76:81: 
¥9;9);~: 
97;9¥ 
51.04-55: 
58; 62; 64: 
72:74: 76; 
81;119:~: 
97;98 
·--·-. 
56.07-50; 
51:55: 56; 
59;60: 61: 
6S: 67: 68; 
69; 70; 71; 
72; 73:74: 
77; 78; 82; 
83: 84; 87 
56.07-SO: 
SS; 56; 59; 
61;65;67: 
69; 70; 71: 
73;74;77: 
78:83:84: 
87 
.... _ .. _ 
60.01~ 
62.02-09 
o.criplioa 
.. 
Wnven fabriC!! of man-made 
fibre!\ (c:ontinuou~). inc.:ludina 
woven fabrics of monofil or strip 
fallina within headina No 51.01 
orSI.Ol: 
B. Woven fabrics of reaeneratcd I : 
tuti le fibres: 
Woven fabrics of reacnerated 
tex.tile fibres (continuou•) 
o.her than tho.e for tyres and 
those concainina c&u&omeric 
yam: 
-
a) Of which other thlln un• 
bleached or bleached 
Woven fabrics of man-made 
fibres (discontinuous or waste): 
B. Of reaenerated textile fibres: 
Woven fabriC!! of regenerated 
textile fibre:~ (di!>COntinuov• 
or wa5te) other than narrow 
woven fabrics, pile fabrics 
(includina terry fabrics) and 
chenille fabrics: 
a) or which other than un-
bleached or bleached 
Knitted or crocheted fabric, not 
elastic or rubberized: 
B. Of man-made fibres: 
Knitted or crocheted syn• 
thetic curtain fabrics includ· 
ina net curtain fabric 
/ 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen 
I 
; 
• 
. 
I 
I 
and kitchen linen: curta1n1 and •, 
other fumishins articles: 
A. Ncrt curtain• 
14 
Tablt of equivaltnce 
pieces/kg g/piect 
. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I '• 
--·--------~--·--' 
1, .... 
. ' 
·' 
15 
..... " .... -
Table of equivalence 
g/l'iece 
NI M !XI 
-· 
c.IAIIZ) 
--k~==---+.!:(~:..;.<3;:13~)~-"'"="':====:---- ·-· r 
pieces/kg 
41 
42 
43 
ex 51.01 
A 
ex SI.OI 
8 
51.03 
51.04 
A 11 
___ ,_:.. _____ ----
62.02-83; 
85;89 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen 
and kitchen linen, curtains and 
other furnishing articles: 
B. Other: ., 
" 
Woven curtains (other than 
net curtains) and fumilbins 
articles, of wool. of couon or , 
of man-made textile fibres 
Yam of man-made fibres ( contin-
uous), not put up for retail salo: 
A. Yam of synthetic textile , 
fibres: o-ljOtj 
51.01-~03 ()<f 
1)6;kY'f;08; 
Yam of synthetic textile 
fibres (continuous), not put 
up for retail sale, other than 
non-textured single yam 
untwisted or with a twist or 
not more than 50 turns per· 
metre 
09; 10; 12; 
20;22;24; 
27; 29; 30; 
\ 4~ ~;J6;~; 
,, ~;~;~ 
4.t. ~~-~ I J 
lff.]'t8 
Sl.Ol-50; 
61; 67; 68; 
16 7l;}lr;}g; 
1'3 80 
51.03-10; 
20 
S 1.04-0S 
Yarn of man-made fibres (contin 
uous), not put up for retail sale: 
B. Yarn of resenerated textil 
fibres: 
Yam of regenerated textil 
fibres (continuous), not pu 
up for retail sale, other thar 
single yam of viscose rayor 
untwisted or with a twist o 
not more than 250 turns pe: 
metre and single non-texturec 
yarn of any acetate 
Yam of man-made fibres (contin-
uous), put up for retail sale 
Woven fabrics of man-mado. 
fibres (continuous), including 
woven fabrics of monofil or strip 
falling within heading No 51.01 
or 51.02: 
A. Woven fabrics of synthetic 
textile fibres: 
Woven fabrics of synthetic 
textile fibre• (contmuous), 
containing elastomeric yam 
- I 
I 
I 
I 
.......--.._..,.,. .. .- . ,.. .. .,...... ._...... ..... ·--~·· ·-
I 
:.. .!. 
I"'_....... 00 •• ~- _ ................. - --........ ·----..-.-
---
.· 
. ' 
1 
I 
I 
I 
t 
' ., 
! 
! ,. 
. 
c...., . CCT haclilll No 
o4S Sl.04 
B 11 
46 ' ex 53.05 
____ l.-..- .. 
.. ~--··--- . 
47 53.06 
. -
'. 
53.08 
A 
48 53.07 
S3.08 
8 
. 
- ---' 
-----
.. ... 
NIM£XI 
code 
~ (A'3'83) 
' 
51.04-54 
53.05-10; . 
22; 29;32; 
39 
.. _ ... --
S3.06-21; 
25;31;35; 
SI; SS; 11; 
75 
S3.08-ll; 
IS 
..... 
Dacrip&iolt 
Woven fabrics of than-made 
fibres (continuous), including 
woven fabrics of monofil or strip 
fallintz within headina No Sl.OI 
or51. : · " 
B. Woven fabrics of repneT&ted 
textile fibres: 
. 
Woven fabrics of repaerated 
textile fibres (continuous), 
containing elaatomeric yarn 
Sheep's .or lamps' wool or: odler 
animal hair (fine or CoaJ'IC), ~~ 
... 
ed or combed: · · 
Carded or combed sheep'$ 0! .~ 
lambs' wool or other tint~·· 
mal hair 
. 
.. ·~~· ~ 
' 
-· 
----
Yam of carded sheep's or ialqbs' 
wool (~lien yarn), not put .-up: 
for retaJI sale: · 
Yarn of fine animal hair (carded 
or combed), not put up for retail 
sale: 
Yam of carded sheep's or· 
lambs' wool (woollen yam) ar 
of carded fine animal· 'hair 
not put up for retail sal~ ' 
' 
l. 
, .. 
16 
··-···· .. -·-· 
~l=~~ -.4 e :: • , " J ~ ~ .. c e ... 
pieces/kg 13/piece 
' 
' 
; 
I I ! 
I i 
! ! I 
.......... -~ .. 
___ ...;... .. 
' 
. 
'~- ... -.........-.--..... ________ _ 
......... ..-.....-·-·--- ... ______.......,.. __ ......._ __ .....,.. 
Yarn of combed sheep's or Iambi' 
wool (worsted yam), not put up 
for retail sale: 
Yam of fine animal hair (carded· 
or combed), not put up for retail · 
sale: 
53.07-02; Yarn of combed sheep'•· oi 08; 12; 18; lambs' woolftorsted yam) er 30;40;51; of combed 1ne animal hair 59;81;89 
. not put up for retail sale ' .. 
. " 53.08-21; 
25 
·-·-
._.__ 
... 
--~·-...:.· ·::·-;-· -· .. - -··· ......... ~ ......... _. ·-. "·--·:..;.· ·:.:..· =---=====--::....,. 
.- ---------------
ex 53.10 
53.10-11; 
15 
Yam of sheep's or lamb'a· wool• 
of horsehair or of other animal· 
hair (fine or coarse), put up for re-
tail sale: 
Yam of sheep's or lambs• 
wool or of fine animal hair, 
put up for retail sale 
- -· -- ·- .. ----L-----
-. 
... "'. 
. 
NIMEXE 
c.., CCT ~!~Mina No CIDCM (...U) 
f 
~YI3) 
... 
· SJ.II 53.11..01; ». 03; 07; 11: 
13; 17; 20: 
30; 40; 52: 
54; SS; 72; 
74; 75; 82; 
84: 88; 91; 
93;97 
--- __ .. _ --- - . ··-· ·-
Sl SS.04 55.04-00 
...... -- ... 
o.rip&ioa 
···-·· . ··~ 
woven fabrics of sbeep'e" or. 
lambs' wool or of line animal hair 
"' 
-.},\ .,, 
_.._._ 
----·· --· -- ---
Cottoa. ~ or combed. ·· ~ 
1( 
• ..•• 001•· ............ __________ "-- 1 
. ..... 
I 
; 
" 
' 
J. 
. 
'' 
'I 
I 
-hole of tQUivlle.,ce 
pie,u/kg g/~iece 
I 
. I 
I 
. 
j 
: 
..------ _.......,. ___________ ,., _ _...,.._ 
I 
't ·.. ·,~ ...... 
.....:.;.··-..l.l..;.>~·-......!:..--------.:-...;.--.....:...._....·"T"' ~· . ..~-4 ~ ....... ;...,,. -~-, 
. " 52 tss.06 
r ___ ----
53 55.07 
J .06- 1 O; ~o~ton yam, put up for rew-y,j.,~ [ • 11· 
---------- .. 
55.07-10; 
90 
Cottonpuze : 
!·" 
"' 
-~ ... 
~~-----------------------~ 
' .. 
• •; ~~ .. ,.: I' 
----+--------+----+-----------"-~ ..+''" -~- .. ______________ .._l. 
54 
ss 
56.04 
8 
56.04 
A 
~6.04-21; 123: 28 . 
56.04-11; 
13; IS; 16; 
17; 18 
'" 1 
Man-made fibres (discontinuo~ ;. , 
or waste), ·carded,· combed or.~: 
otherwise prepared for spinnina: . 
B. Regenerated textile fibres: ... 
Regenerated textile 
(discontinuous or 
carded or combed 
<' ' 
.. 
Man-made fibres (discontinu0111; 
or waste), carded, combed 01' 
otherwise prepared for apinniD$i' ,. 
A. Synthetic textile fibres: , . . •. 
Synthetic tutile fibres (dil': . 
continuous or waste), carded 
or combed 
~ .. 
' 
,_:.. ... ------"'---~-:-.. -:----+-.. ---_+-_-__ -~-----. _-__ --.-------+ 
·. 
'10 
~·~·,-----~~~~------------,---~;.:··~-,--~---~-·..-___ ._._ .. ______________ ~ -- ........ .. 
I.,~, 
L, 
.~ ~ . 
. : ~. ·. ' 
. 
l 
,. 
l :: 
... ·. 
~-"~ .. ::-::-,--
~6 56.06 
A 
57 56.06 
B 
.. -:-'-- ·----
NI M !XI 
oodl 
C.&Mat 
(..-f~f3J 
56.'*-1 1: 
' 15 
56.06-20 
58.0t-ol: 
11: 13: 17; 
30; 80. 
.... 
~~~,.,..~·kg 
........ \~ 
-.. . ,, .. ,, I. ' 
' " ' ' ' ·J ~ ,, 
• •• ';. ·~ ••• ' > : ~:?~~- t; ! .. (·. ~··" ... f ' 
y~ or m~-made fibres (dlscort{_~ ~-;~ ~. , ' 
tinuous or waste), put up for~ .. ~ , I" . 
tail sale: ·· r. • • ~ 
Yam, of synthetic textlt~~ .::~· .'. 
fibres (disconrinuo~ ~ ... 1· 
waste);put up for retail sale-- ' ·· ~ 
~ ~ 1 
:. ~ I: 
~.. ' . . ,. 
. . ·:· :-~i· ' 
Yam of man-made fibres (di~~ .. ; .... 
tinuous or wute). put up for r~~~~: ,, _', ~: 
tail sale:. . t\ -~ .: 
Yam of , reaenerated tritt1e ' . 
fibres (discontinuous •,";pP: '· · 
\· 
• t 
i 
i 
waste), put up for retail'-~·~~.~·~':: I ... , · 
-- ,. _...,_, .. ·-~ _;,.,.~.---- ------ ·-------·i 
., ••• j .,... 
~.~. ";~ 
J'"~ I 
'. ,· -------L:---~- ' -----.-~---··_·:.._  -_-_ ... -________ +----+-----------~· .. ··""""ik''•·.:.:: .. ;.·: ... ---~------
59. 58.02 
Jo! ex A 
'.' If,, 
•'•' 
,• 
.... 
.. 
'" 
,. 
,, ,, 
t, 
. 
' 
' 
'• 
.. ·, 
: 
., 
' 
.. 
•. 
' 
.. 
' 
60 
' 
61 
B 
59.02 
ex A 
58.03 
58.05 
A I a) 
c 
11 
8 
,. 
. 
' 
-,,~., .. :.t 
,, 
' 
.58.03-00 
. 
.. 
t•r 
'·: 
' 
... 
58.05-01: 
08; 30: 40; 
51;59;61; 
69; 73; 77; 
79;90 
l.f' 
Other carpetS, carpetjna. · r,.~ 
mats and matting, and . 'Kcler.ir 
'Schumacb' and 'Kaiamani~ t: 
.. rugs. and the like (made: up at' 
not): .. . .. 
Felt and articles of felt, whettlct 
or not impregnated or coated: 
A. Felt in the pi~ or siDJplY. ~ ~. 
to rectangular .shape: · · /' .:~ ·•· 
• • .~l ~~:,~ .... ~~· 
Woven. knitted or crachetccl '· 
carpets. carpeting, rup, mati ·' . 
.and matting. and 'Kel~~t 
'Schumacks' and 'Karamanio· :. • 
rugs and the like (made uPoCJ~ ., 
~ not); floor coverina. of felt: 1 .. -.· ~ , ,1,,~/ir·'.' 
. . .· .... (~~~,,,.1~; ~~' ~ 
~ 10110 t I 
.,. 
" l ...,, ~-~ ,' 'r ·:I >:(4t~ · 
, , • _ _ (••_ ".z..:..: 'rf·~·•t ·~~:~ ~-
1 
. • •" 
'~ ' ••• ~ 1' .'. 
Tapestries; hand-made. . o(; t,ho 
type Gobellns, Aanders, Aubl.lt"'· • 
son, Bcauvais and the like, alld.·. 
needleworked tapestries (for" lx-:-· · 
ample, petit point and aosa 
stitch) made in panels and ~o: 
like by hand: .. · 
Tapesiries, hand-made .. .;.~~ ;1 
,• ,.)ir • 
- .. 
Narrow woven fabrics, and ~­
row fabrics (bolduc) consistina at 
warp without weft assembl~d ~~.· . 
means of an adhesive, other tban · 
aoods fallina within- 1\eadii!J 
No 58.06: · ·' •· 
Narrow woven fabrics not ex-
ceeding 30. cm in width witlJ. 
selvedaes (woven, summed or 
made otherwise) on . bOth ~ 
edaes. othn- than woven 
labels and the like; bolduc 
•' ' 
. 
.•.. ......,_.....- ...... ·---·.....--..· .. ~---- .. ,.,. . 
---------____ ...,_~· 
_, 
~-· 
.-
.. 
.. 
NIMEXE 
code ,.,. 
·-19 
--~------+-...f..;..:.~~;;.;a;.·-'--..... ------'""'-=-·--="""=--,_.,, ... ...,. -~--:-~.-=----::-. ...,~,.... ~t' - ..... -- .. ··- r=-.:::.···;.._ ____ _,r------r-----------~ ' 
g/piece 
62 58.06 
58.07 
58.08 
58.09 
58.10 
58.06-10; 
90 
58.07-31; 
39; SO; 80 
58.08-10; 
90 
S8.09-ll; 
19; 21;31; 
35;39;91; 
95;99 
58.10-21; 
29;41;45; 
49;Sl;SS; 
S9 
.: ,. : 
Woven labels, badaes and · the 
like, not embroidered, in .. tbe 
pieu, in atrips or cut to ahape or 
size 
Chenille yam (includina noct , 
chenille yam), limped yarn (otller ' 
than metallizecf yam fallina1ritb-
in headlna No 52.01 and pmped r 
horsehair yam); braidt and orna-
mental trimmings in the piece; ' 
tassels, pompons and tbe like: 
Chenille yam (includin' noclt , 
chenille yam), gimped yarn 1 
(other than metallized yam 1 
and gimped horsehair yarn); , 
braids and ornamental trim-
mings in the piece; tassels, 
pompons and the like 
Tulle and other net fabrics (but 
not including woven, knitted or 
crocheted fabrics), plain 
Tulle and other net fabrics (but 
not. including woven, knitted or 
crocheted fabrics). fipred; hand 
or mechanically made lace, in tbe 
piece, in strips or in motifs 
Embroidery, in the piece, in strips 
or in motifs 
--=:::::!=:===.-
·---------.... ... -~ ... --..-.. .. 
..... ... ·--·---..;-----.... 
63 60.01 
8 I a) 
60.06 
A 
60.01-30 
60.06-11; 
18 
Kni~ed or crocheted fabric, not 
elasttc or rubberized: 
B. Of man-made fibm: 
~itted or crocheted fabric and ~rtscl~ thereof, elastic or rubber-
Ized (mduding elastic knee-cape 
and elastic stockings): 
A. Fabric: 
Knitted or crocheted fabric; 
not elastic or rubberized of 
sy_nt_hetic textile fibres, ~. 
tamsng elastofibres; knitted 
or cro~heted fabric, elastic or 
rubbenzed 
•. 
. 
i 
I 
' 
I 
. 
------ -·--...-.. -- .. - ~-
! 
; 
' 
' 
: 
··---·---·"" 
20 
........ :.-..~ 
-· ~ 
NIMEXI Table of equivalemce c.., calladi111 No code Dllcriplioa (MIJ) 
U'383} pieces/kg g/piece 
--~-- .. -
•, 
. 
; ' ! 
64 60.01 Knitted or crocheted fabric:, not 
8 I b) 2 elastic or rubberized: 
3 
B. Of man-made fibres: I 
60.01-jl: Rschellace and lona·pile fab-
ss ric (imitation fur), knitted or 
' crocheted, not elastic or rub- I 
berized, of synthetic textile I 
• ! 
fibres 
I 
I 
, I 
··------···-~-·- -·-------... ....... ·-
I 
65 60.01 Knitted or crocheted fabric:, not 
A elastic or rubberized: 
8 I b) 4 
n 60.01-01: Other than those of categories 
G) 10:62: 64; 38 A, 63 and 64, of wool, of 65;68: 72: cotton or of man-made textile 
74;75;78; fibres 
81;89;92; 
94;96:97 
-·· ...... . ~ . .-.. -.. --· ... --~- ·-· ......... -. -·--- .... -.. 
66 62.01 Travellina rup and blankets: 
A 62.01-10; Travellina rup and blankets, 8 J 
Il a) 20;81;85; of wool, of cotton or of man· 
b) 93;95 made textile fibres 
c) 
'. 
' 
·-
___ J 
.. 
~ "•' 
·~ .. 
I 
' ; ' 
' ,~·I I/''' 
~-
. 
I 
' 
c..., CCT llledi"' No 
' 
·-
,, 
·: .. to 60.02 
A 
. < • 
- .. ._. 
--
NIMEXE 
CDdt 
(~) 
H~s3J 
60.02-40 
GROUP III B 
c!l 
. \..·'1..;-_.....~,_ -
\ ,':1 
• "' a •• !.:.,·.J~r=~ . .:- ..
-. O..i,.. 
'• ·~· 
~·-' p;ec:ts/1(:; 9/piec:e 
'' 
.,·A. 
'"' -· 
Gloves. mittens aad mi~ ~uw · ~· or crocheted. not eluuo or ru~ 
59 berized: 17 pairs 
Gloves, mittens and·mitts, 
knitted crocheted, not I or i 
I elastic or rubberized, l impregnated coated with I or 
.. 
---
-
. 
art ~:'~_d ~ l' p ~~ri. al ~ _ 
Gloves, mittens and mitts, 
knitted or crocheted, not 
elastic or rubberized, other 
than-impregnated ·or· coated 
with ~rtificial plastic 
materials 
' 
( 
' f 
67 
69 
_ ..... 
70 
B 
60.05 
A 11 b) S 
B 
60.06 
B 11 
Ill 
60.04 
B JVb)lcc) 
60.04 
B Ill 
60.02-50; 
60;70;80 
!' 
Outer &annents and other artlc:tes, • 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic;' : 
or rubberized: 
Knitted or c:rodleted fabric .And, J. 
articles thereof, elastic or nlllbcio/lo 't 
ized {including elastic knee-Qpa 
and elastic stoclcin1s): ·• :;·,, · 
B. Other: .. , : . f 
60.05-93; Clothin1 accessories , a~ 
94; 95; 96; other articles (except· S'll":· 
97; 98; 99 ments), knitted or crocheted; 
not e1astic or rubberized; arti~·. ' 
60.06-92; cles (other than bathinJ COt"', ·. 
96; 98 tumes) of knitted or crocheted~ ·~ 
fabric, .elastic or rubberized~; 
of wool,. of cotton,. or·'~ · ' 
· ~ L,. mari-'.'.1!1~~ textile fibre~ : ::·; I 
60.05-97 a} of which sacks and bags ot a kind 
used tor the packing ot goods, 
made from polyethylene or polypropylene strip 
----. ......,-- .. ---·-·---- --------yU~ckr l&rmtnta. ~nitted or~ : 
60.04-S4 
60.04-31; 
33;34 
I ~heted, not elastic or rubberiZild: . ' 
B. Of other textile materials: 
Women's, girls' and infan"' 
knitted or crocheted pe~ 
coats and slips, of synthetic. 
textile fibres. other than 
babies' garmeDts 
--------
~·wL~ 
. '• 
Under garments, knitted w ~ .. 
cheted, not elastic or rubberi;zed: 
B. Of other textile materials: 
Panty-hose (tights) 
.. 
• 7.8 128 
-
~ "''~·~ ..... , ..... ,.., ........ . 
30.4 3 3 
~~==-------...!.-----.....!.---------- ·---- ----
I' 
I 
I 
f 
! 
; 
; 
I 
I 
j , 
I. 
I 
i 
I 
··-
-···· 
··-··· 
··---··---·· ____ 22..._ __ _ 
.... ~ -~ ... 
.• , I 
-
NIMEXI 
~ CCTIIIIdiqNo .::;, 
./ /; ==db====;b(~~~~~.,3~,~~~===f:t:~~-.. -~-=--~: .. ~. ~--... ,~"lf:-
'•' ", f " i f_,._ .... _ ........ -=-····· 
.l:· 71 60.0S knitted or a'OCheted. not . . ~-., 
A 11 b) I or rubberized:· · · ' · 
pieces/leg 
•( 
-- -·-·-
60.05-06: 
07;08:09 
··-- ------ ....... - --
A. Ou;er pnnents and clmia411J. : 
accessories: 
IL Other: 
b) Otber: 
' 1. Babies' pnne•. ' 
airls' aannents up • 
to and inoludir'l& 1 
commercial' size 
86; 
• Babies' ·Jtnitted I, 
outer garm~ ~t 
wool, of cotton.or. 1 
of man-mad~ tn· ·· 
tile fibres · .. 
··: '.,:),• 
I 
: 
. 
: 
. 
72 60.05 
----~---------~------~------------......... ' .......... _________ ........ __ .. 
A ll b) 2 
60.06 
8 I 
61.01 
8 JJ 
61.02 
8 lfb) 
60.05-11; 
13; IS 
60.06-91 
61.01-22; 
23 
61.02-16; 
18 
Outer J&rments and orher atricles, 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized: 
A. Outer aarments and dodlfns 
accessories: 
n. Other 
Knitted or crocheted fabric and 
articles thereor, elastic or 111bber. 
ized (including elastic knee-caps 
and elastic stockings): 
B. Other: 
Knitted swimwear 
Men's and boy1' outer llll'ntentl: 
Women's, girls' and infants' outet garments: 
B. Other: 
Woven swim wear, of WGOI, oC 
COtton or of man-made textile fibres 
.. ·--·---. 
9,7 103 
. --· .. -·· .. _ 
. '·····-· ........ ··-
-·-"- --~ r-
.. 
: 
: 
,. 
74 
C'CT ............ 
·60.0; ' . 
A; Jib) 411) 11 n·. 
33 
"" 
60.05·11; 
12; 73; 74 
.... _. __ ......... 
· ~_:.... nd·-.r .d~ 
kniUIG or c:rodleaed. not elud~ 
or rubberized: 
A. Outer prmentt and clotbina 
acc:cssoria: 
·n. Other: 
Women's, Jirls' and in· 
rants' (other than babies') 
suits and costumes (in· 
cludin& coordinate suits 
consistina of two or three 
pieces which are ordered, 
packed, consianed and 
nonnally sold toaether), 
of knitted or c:rodleted 
fabric, not elastic or rub-
berized, of wool, or cot· 
ton or of man-made tex• 
tile fibres. excludina slti 
suits 
23 
Table of equivalence 
piec:es/kQ g/piece 
,,..,1·· 
.. ~:. hS·Lw jt --6Sit 
•:· 11" ~ 
. . 
',·, 
I ~ ~ 
·-- - .. -._- .. . !__ 
----+-------1----+-----------4--·--·- -·----------.. ·-:--+· 
1S 60.0S 
A IJ b) 4 11) 
n 60.03 
8 11 a) 
60.0S-66; 
68 
60.03·24: 
26 
Outer gannenta and other articles, 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized: 
A. Outer gannents and clothina 
accessories: 
11. Other: 
Men's and boya' suits (in· 
cludin~t coordinate suitl 
consisung of two or three 
pieces which are ordered, 
packed, consiped and 
normally sold toaether), 
of knitted or crocheted 
fabric, not elastic or rub-
berized, of wool, of cot-
ton or or man-made tex-
tile fibres, excludias ski 
suits · 
ol ~ -
Stockings, under stocltinp, sOcks. 
anltle-socks, sockenes and . the. 
like, knitted or crocheted,;' (IQJ 
elastic or rubberized: . .:'·. f . • 
Women's stockings (If.. syn-
thetic textile fibres 
----·----
•. 
()-80 1250 
0 
t. 
~ 
' r ( 
j 
~-
' 
_____ . ____ _, ____ ) 
.I <4(). pai ... 25 
i 
t 
f 
l 
! ;· 
.... ' 
',' 
.. 
CIIIJPfJ CCT._.illl,._ 
~··-· 
·.· -·· .. :· ' . 
·so 61.02 
A. 
'i 
.. ,.,•·· 
-- ~ •w- . ··---------·--·· -·--
61.<14 
} A 
~ 
----------- ---· ---
' 
. 
82. 60.04 
84 
ss 
86 
B IV a) 
c) 
61.06 
8 
c 
D 
E 
61.07 
B 
c 
D 
6l.o9 
A 
B 
c 
E 
-
·-·-----
NIMEXI 
... 
(oMA) 
( ..-fS83) 
61.02-01; 
03 
61.04-01: 
09 
60.04-38; 
60 
61.06-30; 
40; SO; 60 
61.07-30; 
40;90 
61.09-20: 
30;40;80 
--
__ ____. ....... 
I 
Dllcrip&iM "' .. 
-· 
•" 
• prlt' and infants' outer' i Women a. .. . . · 
1arments: .. ·: · · • ). 
A.. Babi:' u~en:d am~~~: '· 
men . $&• .. • 
commercial saze • :_. _ •. 
-----_ .. __ ...... 
--
I 
Women's, &iris' and infants' un-
der garments: 
Babies' garments; airls' ::· ·: A. 
ments up to and inclu I 
commercial size 86: 
Babies' woven aarments-,o~ ' I 
wool, of cotton or or mall'-
made textile fibres " ... l I 
I 
~· 
·~·· ..... ,, • ;I 
. . .. 
.. --·~--····~-
Under garments, knitted or cro-
cheted. not elastic or rubber\zed: 
B. Of other textile materials: 
Under prments, other th8a 
babies', knitted or crocheted, 
not elastic or rubberized, . ot 
wool, of tine animal hair or or 
reaenerated textile fibres 
.. - ______ .. _ .... -
............. 
-
·~,. .. , ... 
Shawls. scarves, mumen. manti:- '.': 
'. laa. veila and the like: 
Other than knitted or cro- : 
Table· of equ.ivalenc• 
pi•c•slkcr g/piece 
! 
1 
. 
I : 
• 
' I 
I 
i 
• I 
f 
i 
' 
I : 
. 
' 
' 
______ ,.,_ ................... --·.t 
... --- •. --------------
cheted, of wool, of cotton or • 
of man-made textile fibres 
Ties, bow ties and cravats: 
Other than knitted or cro-
cheted, of .wool, of cotton or 
of man-made textile fibres 
Conets, conet belts, suspender-
belts, brassia-es, braces, suspen-
den, garten and the like (includ-
ing such articles of knitted or cro-
cheted fabric), whether or not 
elastic: 
Corsets, corset-belts, suspen-
der-belts, braces, suspenden, 
garters and the like (including 
such articles of knitted or cro-
cheted fabric), other than 
brassi~es, whether or not 
elastic 
.. 
' .. ..... - ................ -.... . 
I "' 56 
8-B 114 
. 
.. 
.. 
···1-
t I ~ : 
I 
·-,-.. -... -- ....... 
: ' 
' 
i 
!r. 
NIMtxl 
~ C'CT ... i..... ... , ...... 
( ...,f38!'J) 
··- ·-
17 61.10 61.10.00 
88 61.11 
61.11..00 
-----·· 
o ... , ...... 
GloYel, miuena. mitts, .ICOddliA-
socks and sockettea, DOl tal&ticl 
or crocbeted 
.. 
Made up accessories for utides 
of apparel (for example, dress 
shields, shoulder and other pads., 
belts, mutTs, 
pockets): 
Other than 
cheted 
• 
• 
sleeve protectors, 
knitted or GrO-
I 
. 
I 
j 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
i 
' 
" . 
. 
• 
.. 
Table of equivalence 
p;eces/kg ;/piece 
·-
--
_ .... 
~ ·--·~ .... ___ ·-·-
; 
. ; 
i 
_ .... t 
I 
I 
I i 
li 
i 
' . 
. 
I 
.... 
. ~· 
~\' 
~I 
·-
c.,., 
-~·· .. ~ ..... 
91 62.04 
A 11 
8 11 
-
.. ----' 
92 ~i.04 
A I 
B I 
S9.ll 
A Ilia) 
62.04-23; 
73 
GROJJP Ili c . /.. ... ... 
~ 
Tw!ne, cordqe, ropes and.~~ j · 
planed or noc: ' 
Twine, cordap, ropa anct 
cables, of synthetic tUtil• 
fibres, plaited or not 
T~aulins, sails, awnings, RID• • 
bhnds, tents and campins soods: ., ~ 
Tents ... .. • 
___ .._ ___ . 
--------·-
-.. - ... '4 
51.04-03; 
S2 
S9.Jl-lS 
Woven fabrics of man-made 
fibres (continuous), including 
woven fabrics of monolil or strip 
fallins within hc-ading 'No-51.01 
or .SI.02: .. , :· 
' ~· ,.., 4 
·' 
Rubberized textife fabrica. odJer· ~- -
Jhan rubberized. knitted or C11'Qo:. • 
ch4!ted goods: 
A. Rubbmud textile fabrics not 
comprised in 8 below: 
Ill. Other: 
Woven fabrics of mm-
made textile fibres and 
rubberized textile woven 
fabrics, for tyres 
----+---....:.----+-----+-----------_, ...... _.,_, 
93 62.03 
8 l b) 
n a) 
b) 2 
c) 30 62.03-M; 4l 
CH': 97; 98 
Sacks and bap, of a kind used 
for the packing of goods: 
B. Of other textile materials: 
Sacks and bap, of a kind • 
used for the packins of 
goods, of woven fabrics, other 
than made from polyethylene 
or polypropylene strip 
------~----------~------+-------------------
94 59.01 59.01·01; 
12; 14;,15: 
16; 18;21: 
29 
Waddins and articles of wad-
ding; textile flock and dust and I 
mill neps 
26 • 
Tible of equivaltnce 
... - .... -·~-· ... 
' 
.I 
r , 
; 
I 
' 
' 
r 
I 
' ! 1 ' 
f . 
----+------+----+-------~--- .... -· ,.., 
9S 
...... =-
ex S9.02 
59.02-35; 
41; 47; 51; 
57; 59; 91; 
95;97 
Felt and articles of felt, whether 
or not impregnated or coated: 
Felt and articles of felt, 
whether or not impregnated 
or coated, other than floor 
covermgs 
• I 
I 
t. 
-
CCT ....... No 
. ' 
96 59.03 
~. ' 
97 59.05 
---
98 59.06 
-
99 59.07 
100 59.01 
101 ex59.04 
··-
NIMlXI 
... 
tttllt (A983) 
59.03·11: 
19:30 , 
59.05-11: 
21;29;91; 
99 
59.06-00 
59.07-10; 
90 
59.08-10; 
SI; 61: 71; 
79 
59.04-80 
Bonded fibnt fabrica, limlllr 
bonde<l yam fabrics, and ll'lidea , 
oC such fabrica, whether or not 
imprqnated or coated: 
Other than clothina · · aa4 
clothina ac:c:estOries 
Neu and nettina made of twine, 
cordaae or rope, and made UJ' 
fishing nets of yam, twine, cor· 
daac or rope: 
Nets and ncttina made of 
twine.. corda'e or rope And 
made up fishma nets of yam, 
twine, cordaae or rope ·· 
Other articles made from ,_.,., 
twine.. cordage.. rope or eabl~ 
other than textile fabrics and arti-
cles made from such fabrics: 
Other articles made froin 
yam, twine, cordage, rope or 
cables, other than textile 
fabrics., articles made from 
such fabrics and articles of 
category97 
Textile fabrics coated with gum 
or amylaceous substances. of a 
lcind used for tbe outer covers of 
books and the lilce; tracing cloth: 
prepared painting canvas~ buck-
ram and similar fabrics for hat 
foundations and similar uses 
-
Textile fabrics imf:gnate<l, coat· 
ed, covered or aminated with 
preparations of cellulose deriva-
tives or of other artificial plastic 
materials 
.. 
" 
. 
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, 
plaited or not: 
Other than of synthetic textile 
fibres 
27 
·---·____..... .._...._............-..... -----· 
~ ·=·· =~ ,o:.·. , .... :, 
---- --------=r 
_._._.,..,._ ··-·--,. - .. ·- -~,...·· .___ 
........ _ .... - .. - .... , ......... _ .. 
~1=---" 
I 
I 
I 
1 
• I 
Clllpr 
' . 
• 
4 ~ 
' I 
' 
.i' 
···-
102 
\03 
104 
105 
CCT._.it!~Ne 
.. 
59.10 
59.11 
A l 
11 
ll1 b) 
8 
NIM!XI 
.... 
4'811) 
(A'31l3) 
59.10-10; 
31;39 
' . 
DllcriJI&ioe I 
'J 
' ... _ ;.·. ' .. 
Linoleum• and materials ~: · · 
pared on a texti~e. bue in • 11mi•- ~ • · 
lar manner to hnoleum; whether , 
or not cut to shape or of -..kind' 
used as floor coverings; noor 
coverings consisting of a coating 
applied on a textile base. cut to 
shape or not 
Rubberized textile fabric:a- other 
than rubberized knitted or cro· 
cheted gooda: 
59.11-11; Excluding fabrics fortyftf· 
14; 17;20 -·· .. 
--- ------'--- ----~-. 
59.12 
59.13 
59.12-00 
59.13-01; 
11; 13; IS; 
19;32;34; 
35:39 
Textile fabrics otherwise imprea· 
natcd or coated; painted canv-. 
being theatrical scenery, studio 
back-cloths or the like: 
Textile fabrics, impregnated 
or coated, other than those of 
categories 99, 100, 102 and 
103; painted canvas being 
theatrical scenery, studio 
back-cloths or the like 
Elastic fabrics and trimmings 
(other than knitted or crocheted 
goods) consisting of textile mate-
rials combined with rubber 
threads 
-------r--------------+-------~--------------------~--
106 59.14 59.14-00 Wicks, of woven, plaited or knit· 
ted telttile matenals, for lamps, 
stoves, lighters, candles and the 
like; tubular knitted gas-mantle 
fabric and incandescent aas man-
tles 
28 
-· --· 
Table of equiv•lence 
pieces/kg g/piece 
I 
...... ! -··' 
! 
·- .. - ... · -----·-- --.... -
------'f------+---+----------+--··-·--
107 59.15 59.15-10; 
90 
Textile hosepiping and similar 
tubing, with or without lining, ar-
mour or accessories of other ma-
terials 
.. 
•. 
. I 
lt 
. I 
I 
. l 
I 
t 
I 
I 
__...,.- .... 
108 59.1-6 59.16-00 
__ .. __ _ 
Transmi11ion, conYeyOr or efeva.o 
tor belts or beltina. or textile ... 
terial, whether or not :strengthened 
with metal or other material 
-----+----------~----;----------------+: 
109 62.04 
A I 
8 .I 
62.04-21; 
61;69 
T81J)aulins, sails, awninp, IUD• · 1 
blinds, tents and campina aooda:. · 
Woven t81J)aulins, sails, awn-
inp and sun blinds 
_, __ . ·--:-- -----=~~~-~-==:·~-~--~-:-:·-~::===F========~~===:==~~--~~ 
110 
--·-
Ill 
112 
-
113 
114 
62.04 
A Ill 
8 Ill 
..L-------· 
. 
62.04 
A IV 
8 IV 
---- -
62.05 
A 
8 
0 
E 
62.05 
c 
59.17 
A 3i i !IS 
B 11 
c 
0 
62.04-25; 
75 
62.04-29; 
79 
62.05-01: 
10;30;93; 
95;99 
62.05-20 
59.17-10; 
29:?:.~ 
49; ,51; 59 
71;79;91 
93;95;99 
' Tarpaulins, sails, awninp, sun· ; 
blinds, tents and campinaaoodl: · ! 
Woven pneumatic mattrellel 
Tarpaulins, sails, awninp, sun-
blinds, tents and camping goods: 
Camping goods, woven, other 
than pneumatic mattresses 
and tents 
----- -~· .. -- .J-· 
I . 
Other made up t~ile aniclea (in· ' 
cludin11 dress pattms): · . ·.,. . 
' \ 
•'. Jl 
Other made upcextile articlC.r 
woven, excluCling thou o . 
categories 113 and I 14 _. .. - _ 
--
Other made up textile articles (in· 
eluding dress patterns): 
c. Floor cloths, dish clo~ 
dusters and the like: 
Floor cloths, dish cloths, 
dust en and the like, other 
than knitted or cra<:heted 
Textile fabrics and textile artidel 
of a kind commonly 
machinery or plant 
used in 
. 
• 
. 
.. 
· . 
2'f 
.. -·- ..... ·- .... { 
I 
~-.. ~ '·- . 
·----~- --- ---------------
------------------------- -~. 
' i 
t 
l 
I 
t 
. -···· -_ .. - .. ________ ··- .... , . i 
I I 
: l 
r J 
: ! 
! I 
! I 
! i 
it 
: ~ 
r r 
I (. 
' . ; L 
., 
l 
Caleeory cer hcadina !'ooo 
liS 54.03 
116 54.04 
117 ~405 
--
Ill 62.02 
8 I b) 
! 
I I . 
119 I ll::!.o2 
iB 11 b) Ill b) 
-
120 162.02 
. A I 
, 8 IV b) 
121 
- -------·----·--
NIMEXE 
code 
~~ ILaiat 
-1fd'5) 
54.G3-IO; 
31:3S:J7: 
39; S0:61; 
69 
54.()4.10, 
90 
S4.0S·21; 
2S:31;3S; 
311:,.:55: 
61;61 
62.02·1~ 
62.02-61; 
75 
62.02-01; 
117 
I 59.04-60 
- .... -- ... --~----~--
, 
GROUP IV. 
! 
Delcripc ion 
.. 
Flu or ramic yam, nol pu& up for 
reu.ilaale 
. 
Flu or r<Amle y<Am. put up for re-
t;ul s-ale . . 
Woven fabrics of nu. or of,....._ 
Bed linen, table linen and kitchen 
linen; curtains and other fumish· 
ina anic!es : 
B. Other: 
Bed linen of nax or ramie, 
01hcr 1han knined or c:ro-
chelcd 
Be.J linen, I~AI\Ie linen, toilet linen 
and km:hen linen; curt~tin• and 
other furnishina articles: 
B. Other: 
Table linen, toilet lin:n and 
kitchen linen of nu or ramie, 
other than knitted Oil c:ro· 
cheted 
Bed linen, 1oilet linen and lr.itc:h· 
en linen: cunams and other fur· 
ni)hint~o~nu:les: 
Cunaan' 1 ancludina nit. cur· 
tain'l <tnd o1her furni~hina .. : 
ti~le,, of Oal or ramie, ocb« ' 
than kn111ed or crocheted 
Twine, cordaae. ropes and cable•, 
plaited or not: 
• Twine, cordaae. ropes and 
C<Ables, pla1ted Oil not, o/ nul 
or ra.mu: 
- -
Table 
oieces/kg 
c 
-- -
- -
------·-- -~·-- -
30 
of equivalence 
g/piece 
29.3.82 
Category CCT hcadina No 
122 62.03 
-· 123 
8 la) 
. 
ex 58.04 
ex61.06 
F 
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NIMEXE Table of equivalence 
code Descnption 
pieces/kg I gfpiece (1982) 
62.03-91 
58.04-80 
61.06-90 
Sacks and hags, of a kind used 
for the packing of goods: 
B. Of other textile material~: 
I. u~ed: 
a) Of na x or ol 'i~al· 
Sad.~ and .hag~. of a 
kmd u~ed for the 
pa<.:k1ng of goods, 
used, of !lax or sisal, 
other than knitted or 
crocheted 
W1n en pile fabri.:~ and chenille 
fal'>n<.:' (other thun terry towelling 
or ~imilar terry fJI'>ric> of cotton 
falling within heading No 55,08 
and fal'>rics falling within heading 
No 58.05): 
~ 
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantil-
las, veils and the like: 
Woven pile fabric~ and chen-
ille fabrics of nu or ramie, 
other than narrow woven 
fabrics: shawls, scan-es, muf-
Oers, mantillas, veib and the 
like, of nax or ramie, other 
than knitted or crocheted 
--
-~ ---- ~~~~-~---~--~------------
., 
! 
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---------------------------------
ANNF.X .n.: 
Quotas referred to in Article 1 
GROUP lA 
----~-------------~-------------~------------------------~------r------r-------------
C..t~­
gory 
ccr 
h~•dmg 
Nn 
NIMF.XF. 
codrs 
1\1113 
Dtscription Unit 
Quantify 
Mtmbft !-==- _ 
Sut~• r-'---~------ -
11.1.83/30.6.83 
- --------l-------------+-----------~---+----t-----1'--.-------~ 
2 
2a) 
3 
3 a) 
5607 
A 
55.09-03,04, 
05,06,07,08,09, 
10, 11: 12: IJ; 14: 15: 
16: 17: 19: 21: 29:32, 
34j: 35: 37: JR: 3'1: 41: 
49:51:52:51:54:55: 
56: 57: 59:61: 63: b4: 
65: M: 67: t.X: 6'1: 70: 
71: n75,,,.,·77: 
Other woven f:1bri~' of ~ottnn: 
Wov<"n fahri~s of cotton, oth.:r th:m 
g.w7c, terry fahnc,, narrow wovl"n 
f:•hr"-'• p1le f.1hril.:s chenille fahrics, 
tulle· and other net fabrics 
78,79,8o,81,82., 
83,84,85;87,88,~9,90,91 
9 ~~~(.,!.6~•61 08 .1) Of whi.:h othe~ than u.nblell\:hcd nr 
09 t 1l , 52; 5.1: 54: h: ~t 57~ blcoat:hl'd 
S'l: 61: f>.1: M: t>5: M: 
67: 70: 71:73,83, 
84,85,87,88, 
89,90,91,92, I 
93,98,99 
Woven f~hrk~ of man·madr fihrc• (di~- T onnr• 
Sfl 07-01: 04: OS: 07: 
OX: Ill: 12: 15: 1'1: 20: 
22: 25:29: .10: 31:35: 
38: 39: 40: 41; 43; 4S: 
46:47;49 
56 07-01: 05: 07: 08: 
12: 15: 19: 22: 25: 2'1: 
31:35: 3R: 40: 41; 43: 
46:47:4'1 
~ollliiiUOII\ Of W.l\tr):, 
A. ( )( 'yntlwrK ll'"tilc: fihrrt: 
W11v.·n f.,J->r••' of wnth,·u, fihrr• 
(<Jr~•ontuluou~ or w:1~te) other than 
n.urow woven fahrrH, prle fahru.:s 
(indud1.ng terry fahri.:s) and .:hcnrllc 
f.rhnc~ 
a} Of wludt: 
Other than unblra.:hed or blc:a.:hed 
Tonnn 
HNI 
()K 
1-
[) 
IRL 
I 
UK 
~R 
FH 
SNI. 
DK 
1-
[) 
I RI. 
I 
UK 
c.R 
EF.C 
81"1. 
()I( 
I 
I> 
I RI. 
I 
UK 
GR 
EF.C 
BNl 
DK 
F 
D 
~~~. I 
trK 
GR 
I-.H. 
588 
65 
353 
681 22 . 
434 
373 
6 
2.523 
42 
5 
25 
4cS 
1 
30 
26 
1 
178 
752 
30 
738 
758 
1.03~ 
222 
77 
3.629 
51 
2 
44 
47 
1 
71 
1!) 
51 
282 
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NIMEXE 
C&~egory ccr hcadina No code Daaipcion 
(191,3) 
60.04 
- ... , 
4 Under garments, knitted or cro- · 
B I cheted, not elastic or rubberized: ~ 
I Quantitative Me m- hmlls from ber Unlla Slates t r;a3/3o.6.83 
1 000 pieces 960 27 
11 a) 
Shirts, T-shirts, lightweight ! b) 60.04-19; 
c) 20;22:23 fine knit roll, polo or turtle ! 
IV b) I a a) 24;26;41 necked jumpers and pull-
dd) SO; 58; 71 overs, undervesr- and the like, 
2 ee) 79;89 knitted or crocheted, not elas-
d) I aa) tic or rubberized, other than 
dd) babies' garments, of cotton or 
2 dd) synthetic te1(tile fibres: 
T-shirts and lightweight fine 
558 
1.405 
8 
147 
486 , 
CEr, 3.592 
knit roll, polo or turtle necked 
jumpers and pullovers, of re-
generated textile fibres, other 
than babies' garments 
5 60.05 Outer garments and other articles, BNL \ I 000 pieces 2.597 
AI knitted or crocheted, not elasti~ OK 66 
Jib) 4bb)ll aaa) or rubberized: F 230 bbb) 
A. Outer garments and clothing 0 2.271 ccc) 15 
ddd) accessories: IRL 347 
eee) 60.05-01: Jerseys, pullovers, slip-overs, I 3.460 22 bbb) UK 
CCC) 31;33;34 waistcoats, twinsets, cardi- CR 1 
ddd) 35; 36; 39 gans, bed-jackets and jum- 8.981 eee) 40;41;42 pers, knitted or crocheted, not a£ 
ffl) 43 elastic or rubberized, of wool, 
of cotton or of man-made tex-
tile fibre~ 
6 61.01 Men's and boys' outer prments: B~l I ()()()pieces 378 8' V d) I OK 4 2 77 3 F 
e) I D 855 
2 IRL 5 
3 I 41 
UK , 62 
CR 
, 
CE£ 1.523 
61.02 Women·~. girls' and infants' outer 
8 11 e) 6 aa) garments: 
bb) 
8. Other: cc) 
61.01-62; Men's and boys' woven 
64;M:7'1: breeches, shorts and trousers 
74: 76 (indudang sl.1ch), women's, 
rirls' and infants' woven 
61.0:: '>6; trousers and sla.:ks, of wool, 
6~;72 of cotton or of man-made tex-
tile fibres 
~ 
i 
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No L !S~/21 ~ 
~ 
NIMEXE 
I Cateaol) CCTh~angNo code Dacriptioa (198}) 
Quanlllalove 
M em- hmot• from 
ber Units 
States 1. --r-·P:v 6 0 • '.,)_ 30 •• ;3 
-- ·~~ .• c ·=-=-< 
7 60.05 Outer garments and other articles, 
A 11 b) 4aa) 22 knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
33 or rubberized: 
44 
Outer g~rments and clothing 55 A. 
accessones: 
r I 000 pieces 297 B~L 
DK 2~ F 
D 570 
lRL 1 
11. Other I 
36 
UK 132 
61.02 Women's, girls' and infants' outer CR , 
8 11 e) 7 bb) garments: 
cc) 
B. Other: dd) 
cu 1.0?1 
60.05-2:'; Blouses and shirt-blouse~. 
23; 24; 25 knitted, crocheted (not elastic 
or rubberized), or woven, for 
61.02-78; women, airls and infants, of 
82;84 wool, of cotton or of man-
made textile fibres 
--
8 61.0.1 Men's and boy's under garments. 
A including collars, shirt fronts and 
cuffs: 
61.03-11; Men's and boys' shirts, 
15; 19 woven, of wool, of cotton or 
of man-made te)l.tile fibres 
8SL 
l OOOpieces 604 
OK 4 
F 2.8jg () 
IRl .2 
I 113 
t'l( 363 
GR , 
Cll 3.952 
No L 82/28 
C••eaory 
20 
--
22 
. 22 a) 
23 
CCT heedin1 No 
62.02 
8 I a) 
c) 
56.05 
A 
56.05 
8 
--
Official Journal of the European Communities 
NIMf-XE 
code 
(I~ 
62.02-12; 
13: 19 
56 05-0J; 
05.1l7,(N; 
11: 13; IS; 
I 'I; 21; 23; 
25:2!1;32; 
34; 36; 38; 
39;42;44; 
45;46;47 
56.05-21; 
23; 25; 28; 
32;34;36 
56.05-51; 
55;61;65 
71; 75:81 
1<5; 91; 95 
9'1 
GROUP II A 
Descripuon 
lied linen, tuble linen. toilet linen 
and kitchen linen; curtains and 
other furnishmg articles: 
' 
B. Other· 
Bed linen, woven 
I 
--
Y;~rn of man-made lihres (discon-
tinuous or wasle), not put up for 
retail ~ale: 
'A. Of synthetic textile fibres: 
Yarn of discontinuous or 
waste synthetic fibres, not put 
up for retail r.ale 
--
I 
a) Of which acrylic 
Yam of man-made fibres (discon· 
tinuous or waste), not put up for 1 
retail sale: ' 
B. Of regenerated tutile fibres: 
Yarn of discontinuous or 
waste regenerated fibres, not 
put up r.,r retail \ale 
··r Me m-
, S1a1e~ 
~r I t 1nlls 
T _ _i 'r 
---
.. 
I 
I 
, 
""l [)I( 
F 
D 
flU. 
I 
trtc 
<.R 
(ff 
SNL 
OK 
f 
D 
IRL 
I 
UK 
Gll. 
nE 
UK 
8:--.:t 
OK 
f 
D 
IRL 
I 
l:K 
CR 
I I Tocnn 
TODACI 
I_ 
29. 3. 82 
1--~uan::.:-Jomal' from [1.1.83/30.6.8~ 
7 
~ 
57 
3 
4 
z 
77 
343 
162 
458 
1.325 
6 
223 
777 
4 
3.298,5 
468 
857 
1 2 
73 
411 
4 
273 
89 
2 
1. 721 
No L N2/5~ 
Category 
12 
13 
14A 
-------
14 B 
15 A 
CCT head•n11 No 
60.03 
A 
B I 
11 b) 
(" 
D 
60.04 
8 IV b) I cc) 
2 dd) 
61.01 
A I 
61.01 
B Vb) 
61.02 
B I a) 
d) I cc) 
2 cc) 
I 
2 
3 
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NIMEXE 
code 
(l~'f 
GROUP 11 8 
·--·---
DeS(np110n 
Me m-
t>er Uniu 
Stale\ 
r .. 
60.03-11; 
19; 20; 27; 
30;90 
60.04-48: 
56;75;85 
61.01-01 
61.01-41; 
42;44;46; 
47 
61.02-05 
Stockings, under stockings, socks, 
ankle-socks, sodettes and the 
like, knitted or crocheted, not 
ela~tic or rubben1ed: 
Other than women's stockings 
of synthetic textile fibres 
Under garments, knitted or cro-
cheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
Men's and boy's underpants 
and briefs, women's, girls' 
and infants' (other than ba-
bies') knickers and briefs, 
knitted or crocheted, not elas-
tic or rubberized, of cotton or 
sythetic textile fibres 
Men's and boys' outer garments: 
Men's and boys' coats of im-
pregnated, coated, covered or 
laminated woven fabric fall-
ing within heading No 59.08, 
59.11 or 59.12 
·Men's and boys' outer garments: 
Men's and boy>' woven over-
coats, raincoats and other 
coats, cloaks and capes, other 
than those of category 14 A, 
of wool, of cotton or of man-
made textile fibres 
Women's, girls' and infanta' outer 
garments: 
B. Other: 
Women's, girls' and infants' 
coats of impregnated, coated, 
covered or laminated woven 
fabric falling within heading 
No 59.08, 59.11 or 59.12 
1 ()(){)pairs 
I\!'; I 
I>"'-
.. 
D 
1RL 
I 
UK 
GR 
lH 
I 
8~L I 000 pieces 
OK 
F 
[) 
uu 
I 
UK 
C.R 
(.ft 
rSL 01( 1 ()()()pieces 
F 
l> 
I lRL 
' 1 
lllo.: 
CR 
' U£ 1 L_ 
BSL 
I 000 p•ece~ 
OK 
F 
D 
1RL 
I 
l'K 
CR 
(If 
B~L · 1 000 pieces 
[)I( 
f 
0 
lRl 
I 
lll( 
CR 
Of 
29. 3. !\2 
Quanlltaltve 
limll• from 
.. !,.~ 
797 
2.314 
8.:.2 
6.237 
27 
411 
2.377 
13.019 
107 
9 
188 
372 
41 
72 
2 
800 
101 
6~ 
771 
3 
45 
70 
4 
1.064 
8 
2 
9 
1, 6 
1 
7 ,, 
, 
155 
30 
5 
27 
518 
2 
22 
35 
3 
642 
29.3.82 
Cate,ory 
IS 8 
16 
17 
18 
CCi head•na No 
61.02 
8 11 c) I aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
2 aa) 
61.01 
B Vc) I 
2 
3 
61.01 
8 Va) I 
2 
3 
61.03 
8 
c 
bb) 
cc) 
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NIMEXE 
oode (191) 
61.02-31; 
32;33;35; 
36;37;39; 
40 
61.01-SI; 
S4; 57 
61.01-34; 
36;37 
61.03-S I; 
55;59;81; 
85;89 
Description 
Women's, airls' and infants' out4 
garments: 
8. Other: 
Women's, girls' and infants' 
woven overcootts, raincoats 
and other coats, cloaks and 
cape~; jacket~ and blazers, 
other th<~n garment~ of cate-
gory IS A, of wool, of cotton 
or of man-made textile fibres 
Men's and boys' outer aarments: 
Men's and boys' woven suits 
(including coordinate suits 
consisting of two or three 
pieces, which are ordered. 
packed, consigned and nor· I 
mally sold together) of wool. i 
of cotton or of man-made tex-
tile fibr\!s, excluding ski sutts I 
Men's and boys' outer aarments: 
Men's and boys' woven jack-
ets (excluding waister jackets) 
and blazers of wool, of cotton 
or of man-made textile fibres 
Men's and boys' under garments, 
mcluding collars, shtrt fronts and 
cuffs: 
Men's and boys' woven under 
garments other than shirts, of 
wool. of cotton or of man-
made tcxile fibres 
Me m· 
bcr 
$&ates 
..... 
BNL 
UK 
Unth 
I I 000 pieces 
I 
8!\:l. "' . I 
I>K I 000 pteces 1 
F 
D 
IRl. 
I 
UK 
CR. 
CH 
BNL 
OK 
F 
0 
DU. 
I 
l'K 
G« 
11 OOOpieC: 
I 
I 
d 
No L 82/35 
Quanltlauve 
hmtts from 
32 
26 
3 , 
10 
177 , 
5 
14 
2 
213 
12 
4 
22 
zso 
1 
18 
28 
1 
336 
----~------
8'1 Tonnes 94 OK 12 
F 24 
0 181 
DU. 2 
I 20 57 llK 
CR 2 
Cf.£ 392 
·--~---
19 
24 
<TT headona No 
61.05 
A 
61.05 
B I 
Ill 
61 01 
B IV 
61.02 
B 11 d) 
60.04 
B IV b) I bb) 
d) I bb) 
60.04 
B IV b) 2 aa) 
bb) 
d) 2 aa) 
bb) 
Official Journal of the European Communities 
NIMEXE 
code 
(198f 
61.05-20 
61.05-30; 
99 
Ill r)l-29. 
31. 3:! 
61 \)2-25; 
2·. 2S 
60.04-47: 
73 
60.04-SI: 
S3; 81:83 
Oescroption 
Handkerchiefs: 
A. Of woven cotton fabric, of a 
value of more than l.'i ECU 
kg net weight 
Handkerchiefs: 
B. Other: 
Handkerchiefs of woven 
fabnc, of a value of not_ more 
than IS ECU/kg net weaght 
Men\ and boys· outer garments: ' 
\l.,,m._.n·s, girls' and infants' outer 
g..ormrnh: 
B. t)thl·r: 
l· .• rkJs. anorab. -w ond..:hea-
ter,, v. o~i,ter Jack eh and the 
' \.c. wo\en, of wool, of cot-
,,,n or of man-made textile 
tlhre> 
Under garments, knitted or cro-
cheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
Men's and boys' pyjamas, 
knitted or crocheted, of cot-
ton or of synthetic textile 
fibres 
Under garments, knitted or cro-
cheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
Women's, girls' and infants' 
(other than babies') knitted or 
crocheted pyjamas and night 
dresse>, of cotton or synthetic 
fibres 
B~l 
DK 
F 
D• 
IRL 
I 
l'K 
(,R 
<H 
I'Nl 
IlK 
F 
[) 
IRL 
I 
\.!1( 
CR 
<FE 
BNL 
OK 
F 
0 
IRL 
I ~~E I 
Unot• 
I 000 pieces 
I 000 pieces 
I 000 piecCll 
No L 82141 
Quantllatove 
hmot' from 
1.1.83/30.6.83 
310 
13 
285 
832 
5 
64 
100 
6 
1.615 
45 
5 
88 
1.447 
2 
24 
38 
1 
, .650 
105 
9 
55 
928 
6 
50 
83 
3 
1.Z39 
29.3.82 Official Journal of the European Communities No L 82/51 
I l Quanutallvc 
NIMEXE M cm- llm11s from 
Catcaory CCT head 1nl No code DQcription ber Units 1.1.83/30.6.198 (1981 States 
..... 
L 
26 60.05 Outer garments and other articles, BSL I 000 pieces A 11 b) 4cc) 11 knitted or crocheted. not elastic 60 
22 or rubberized: DK 7 
33 A. Outer garments and clothing F 46 44 
accessones: D 1.16! 
lRl 
11. Other I 38 
61.02 Women's, girls' and infants' outer UK 56 
B 11 e) 4bb) garments: GR 2 
cc) 
B. Other: aE 1.375 dd) 
ee) 60.05-45; Women·~. girb' and infant~· 
46;47.48 (other than bahie~·J wuven 
and knitted or crocheted 
61.02-48; dresses of wool, of cotton or 
52;53;54 or man-made textile fibres 
---------
%7 60.05 Outer garments and other articles, BNL IOOOpiec:es 43 
A 11 b) 4dd) knitted or crocheted, not elastic DK 4 
or rubberized: F 20 
A. Outer garments and clothing D 481 
accessones: IRl 1 
11. Other I 44 UK 45 
61.02 Women's, girls' and infanta' outer GR 2 
B 11 e) 5 aa) garments: 
bb) B. Other: aE 640 cc) 
60.05-Sl: Women's, girls' and Infants' 
52;54;58 (other than babies') woven 
and knitted or crocheted 
61.02-57; skirts, including divided skirts 
58;62 
-- ---·----
o .. ~ r'n" •n• ·"~ '"'""·I fiNL I 000 pieces 30 28 60.05 DK 3 A 11 b) 4 ee) knitte or crocheted, not elastic F 16 
or rubberized: D 159 
A. Outer garments and clothing IIU 1 
accessories: I lf 
11. Other: l : ... (,R , 
60.05-61; Knitted or crocheted 261 62;64 trousers (except shorts) : <FE 
otber than babies' 
r 
------' 
29 61.02 Women's, girls' and infants' outer i r· 27 8 11 e) 3 aa) garments: ' I ()()()pieces bb) B. Other: cc) 
61.02-42; Women's, girls' and infants' 
43;44 (other than babies') woven 
suits and costumes (including 
coordinate suits consisting of 
two or three pieces which are 
ordered, packed, consigned 
and normally sold together), 
of wool, of cotton or of man-
made textile fibres, excluding 
ski suits 
29.3.82 
Category CCT head•ng No 
30 A 61.04 
31 
68 
8 I 
61.09 
D 
60.04 
A I 
11 
Ill 
73 60.05 
a) 
b) 
c) 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
A 11 b) 3 
Official Journal of the European Communities 
NJMEXE 
code (19, 
61.04-11; 
13; 18 
61.09-50 
60.04-02; 
03;04;06; 
07; 08; 10; 
11; 12; 14 
-~----
60.05-16; 
17; 19 
Description 
Women's, girls' and infants' un-
der garments: 
Women's, girls' and infant~· 
woven pyjamas and night '1 
dresses, of wool, of cotton or 
of man-made textile fibres 
----- --------..., 
Corsets. corset-belts, suspender-
belts, brassieres, braces, suspen-
der~. garters and the like (includ-
ing such articles of knitted or cro-
cheted fabrics) whether or not 
clastic: 
Br .&ssi~rcs, woven, knitted or 
crocheted 
Under garments, knitted or cro-
cheted, not clastic qr rubbenzed: 
A. Babies' garments; girls' gar-
ments up to and mcluding 
commercial size 86: 
Babies' under garments of 
knitted or crocheted fabrics, 
not ela&tic or rubberized 
Outer garments and other articles, 
knitted or crocheted, not ela1tlc 
or rubberized: ' 
A. Outer garments and clothing 
accessories: 
11. Other: 
Track suits of knitted or 
crocheted fabric, not etas-
tic or rubberized, of wool, 
of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres 
r ,, 
No L 82/55 
Quan1ua11ve 
Me m· llmus from 
ber Units 1.1.83/30.6.83 States 
B:":l I OOOpieus 128 ()Jo; 8 
F 95 
I> 700 
IRl. 3 
I 40 
i l'K 63 l_£j , I Cf.E 1.038 
r· I OOOpieces 
UK 141 
IRL Tonnes 2 
BNL 1 OOOpieces , 78 
4 OK 26 F 357 0 2 IRL 21 I 
UK 100 
GR 4 
CEE 692 
No L82176 
Catqory 
78 
81 
CCT headinJ No 
61.01 
A 11 
Bill 
V f) I 
61.02 
g) I 
2 
3 
B I b) 
lie) 
e) 8 aa) 
9 aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
Official Journal of the European Communities 
NIMEXE 
code 
(199 
61.01-09; 
24;25;26; 
81: 92; 95; 
96 
61 02-07; 
22.23;24; 
85; 90; 91; 
92 
Detcription 
Men's and boys' outer garments: 
Men's and boys' woven bath 
robes, dressing gowns, smok-
ing jackets and similar indoor 
wear, ski suits consisting of 
two or three pieces and other 
outer garments, except gar-
ments of categones 6, 14 A, 
14 B, 16, 17, 21, 76 and 79, of 
wool, of cotton or of man-
made textile fibres 
Women's, girls' and outer gar- i 
ments: ' 
B. Other: I 
Women's, girls' and infants' 
1 
woven bath rohes, dre~~mg 
towns, bed jackets and sim•lar , 
indoor wear and outer gar- i 
ments, except garments of ; 
categories 6, 7, 15 A, 15 B, 21, i 
26, 27, 29, 76, 79 and 80, of i 
wool, of cotton or of man- I 
made textile fibres 
1 
-------------r-~---'-T ____ ....., ______ =~=-t, 
83 60.05 
A 11 a) 
b) 4 hh) I I 
22 
33 
44 
ijij) 11 
kk) 11 
11) 11 
22 
33 
44 
60.05-04; 
. 76; 77; 78 
79; 81; 85 
88;89;90 
91 
Outer garments and other articles, 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or ruhberized: 
A. Outer garments and clothmg 
ac~:essories: 
11. Other: 
Outer garments, knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic 
or ruhheri1ed, other than 
garments of categories S, 
7, 26, 27. 2!!, 71, 72, 73, 74 
and 75, of wool. of cotton 
or of man-made te11.tile 
tihres 
' 
Mem-
ber 
States 
B~L 
r>K 
t 
f) 
IRI 
I 
lJK 
GR 
cu 
BNL 
m: 
f 
[) 
IRL 
I 
UK 
GR 
en 
BNL 
OK 
f 
D 
IRl. 
I 
UK 
GR 
CE£ 
U"'ts 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
29. 3. 8~· 
Quantitative 
hm11sf~rom l.l. ,, 
30~. '3 
221 
10 
49 
808 
10 
47 
60 
2 
1.207 
56 
1 
49 
148 
z 
24,5 
72 
1 
359 
52 
6 
28 
478 
2 
23 
112 
z 
703 
I 
No L S2!58 Official Journal of the European Communities 
GROUP Ill A 
-:r: __ l ___ il----
NIMEXl: 
Ca1esury C(l head•na No code 
(19tfl 
- -·1 
Dc\Cnption 
. -
3 3 SI.04 
A Ill a) 
62.03 
B 11 b) I 
,--
51.04-06 
62.03·51 
I 
5~ 
3S 51.04 
A IV 
SI t14 10; 
11; U, I~; 
17; IK, 21, 
21.2~;27; 
2!!.32;34; 
36; 41; 48 
3 Sa) 51.04-10; 
15; 17; 18; 
23; 25; 21; 
28; 32; 34; 
41; 411 
I 
- .. 
-
37 56.07 
B 
56.07-50; 
51;5S;56; 
59; 60; 61; 
65; 67; 68; 
69; 70; 71; 
72; 73; 74; 
77; 78; 82; 
83; 84; 87 
Woven ra brics of man-made 
ntinuous), includmg 
cs of monofil or strip 
in he.tding No 51 01 
fibres (eo 
woven fabri 
f.tlling With 
or 51.02: 
A. Wo\en 
textile fi 
fabrics of synthetic 
bres: 
Sad' and hag\, of a kind u'ed ; 
i ng of good~: fm the pad. 
B. 
11. 
Ofoth er textile materials: 
Other: 
Wo ven fabrics of \lnp or 
like of polycthylcnc or 
) propylene, Jc,, than the pol 
3 m w1de; woven sad:.~ of 
h strip or the like sue 
Wo\en f abrics of man-made I 
ontinuous), includin(l 
ncs of monofil 01 ':ni' 
hin heading No ~ 1.01 I 
fibre~ (c 
WO\C:n fab 
falling wit 
or ~1.02: 
A. Woven fahric~ of ~ynthell< 
fihrr~: lt'-tilc 
Woven f.thnC\ uf hynthc:tl\ 
fihre' (contmuuu'l 
han those for tyre' and 
cont.ainina ehlitomeric 
h:xtile 
other 1 
tho~e 
yarn: 
a) Of 
ble 
-
which other than un-
ached or bleached 
Woven f abrics of man-made 
ontinuous or waste): fibres (disc 
B. Ofreg 
Woven 
enerated textile fibres: 
fabrics of regenerated 
fihre~ (discontinuous · 
te) other th:m narrow 
1
· 
textile 
or wa~ 
woven fahrics, r•le f.tt>ncs 
ing terry fatmc,) and I 
e fabncs: 
(includ 
chenill 
29.3.81 
Ton pes 325 
Tonnes 509 BNL 
OK o4 
F 282 
J) 90C 
IRl 33 
I 2.346 
UK 889 
GR 6 
(lE. 5.049 
29.3.82 
Cateaory 
41 
CCT headina No 
ex Sl.Ol 
A 
<?fficial Journal of the European Communities 
NIMEXE 
code 
(19. 
51.0I,OI,j
1 
o3;o'l': 08; 
09; 10; 12; 
20;22;24; 
27;29;30; 
1/1 ~'13; Wl 
+'l)!i8 
Dcscript1on 
Yam of man-made fibres (contin-
uous). not put up for retail sale: 
A. Yarn of synthetic teKtile 
fibres: 
Yarn of synthetic textile 
fibres (continuous), not put 
up for retail sale, other than 
non-textured single yarn 
untwisted or with a twist of 
not more than SO turns per 
meJre 
. 
-----~------------~-----+------------------~ 
Me m. 
bcr 
States 
F 
Units 
Tonnes 
No L 82:63 
Quanutallve 
hmlls from 
1.1.;83/.30.6 .83 
270 
f· 
I 
.29. J. 82 
Cateaory CCT headmg No 
10 6002 
A 
.. 
60.02 
8 
I 
I 
I 
67 60.05 
A 11 b) 5 
8 
6006 
8 11 
Ill 
Official Journal of the European Communities 
GROUP III B 
NIMEXE 
(~) Description 
Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted 
or crocheted. not elastic or rub-
benzed. 
60.02-40 Glove~. mittens and mitts, 
knttted or nocheted, not elas-
llc or rubt,eriLed, impregnated 1 
or .. -oated with artificial plas-~ 
ttc matenals 
- . 
Glove<., mittens and mitts, knitted 1 
or crocheted, not elastic or rub-
berized: 
60.02-50: Gloves, mittens and mitt~. 
60;70;80 k.nitted or crocheted. not 
cht,tic or ruhht'nzed 
. of 
wool, or cotton or or man-
made teKtile fibres 
-
--. 
Outer Jarments and other articles, 
knitte or l-rocheted, not elastic 
or rubbenzed: 
Kntttcd or crocheted fabric and 
arttcl.:' thereof, elastic or rubber-
iz.:d (mduding ela~tic knee-caps 
and ela~tic ~tockings): 
B. Other: 
60.05-93; C'lothtng accessones and 
94:95;96: other articles (eKcept gar-
97:98:99 ments). knitted or crocheted, 
not cJa,tic or ruhheri1ed: arti-
60.06-92: cJe, (other than bath1ng eo~-
96;98 tumes) of knitted or crocheted 
fabnc. eht,llc or rubberized, 
of wool, of cotton, or of 
man-made textile fihres 
--
I 
Me m-
ber 
States 
·---
BNL 
OK 
F 
0 
IRL 
I 
LJK 
GR 
I CEE 
B~L 
DJ( 
F 
D 
IRL 
I 
t:K 
GR 
a.£ 
No L 82/29 
Quant1tat1ve 
Units i":'1 :·s~; 
----·-
I 000 pairs , 1 • 81 5 
' 74 
617 
1.968 
37 
421 
955 
9 
5.896 
Tonnes 6 
3 
13 
, 
8 
3Z 
----
30.6.83 
4 
3 
1 
0 
2 
2 
4 
2 
8 
i 
I 
No L82/72 
Catqory 
71 
72 
ccr had•na No 
60.05 
A 11 b) I 
60.0S 
A 11 b) 2 
60.06 
8 I 
61.01 
8 Jl 
61.02 
B 11 b) 
Official Journal of the EuropeJn Communities 
NIMEXE 
code 
(1'1:f1 
60.05-06; 
07;08;09 
60.0~-11; 
n; IS 
611.06-91 
61.01-22; 
23 
61.02-16; 
18 
Dncription 
Outer Jannents and other articles, 
knitte or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized: 
A. Outer garments and clothing 
accessories: 
11. Other: 
b) Other: 
I. Babies' garments: 
girls' sarments up 
to and includtng 
commercial stze 
86; 
Babies' knilled 
outer sarments, of 
wool, of cotton or 
of man-made lex-
tile fibres 
Outer garments and other articl~. 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized: 
A. Outer g~rments and clothina 
accessones: 
11. Other 
Knitted or crocheted fabric and 
anicles thereof, elastic or rubber-
ized (including elastic knee-caps 
and elastic stockmgs): 
B. Other: 
Knitted swimwear 
Men's and boys' outer garments: 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments: 
B. Other: 
Woven swim wear, of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile 
fibres 
~----~------~------~-------------------' 
1 
29.3.82 
' Quantolatove Me m- lomots from 
ber Units 1.1.83,/:~o. States 
.83 
8~L TonDCI 5 
()I( 1 
F 5 
[) 22 
IIU. 1 
I 2' 
UK 4 
GR 1 
cu: I 41 
I 
I 
1
: I 000 pieces 
106 BNL I 
IRL 
BNL 1000 
pieces 
I 
6 
6,2 
---------
No l82/60 
Ca1eaory 
74 
CCT heachna No 
60.0S 
A 11 b) 4g) 11 
22 
33 
44 
Official Journal of the European Communities 29.3. 82 
------------------~-------
NIMEXE 
code 
(19f) 
60.0S-71; 
72; 73:74 
Dcscr~puon 
Outer aarments and other articles, 
knitted or crocheted. not elastic 
or rubberized: 
A. Outer aarment1 and clothing 
accessories: 
11. Other: 
Women's, girls' and in-
fants' (other than babies') 
suits and costumes (in-
cluding coordinate suits 
consisting of two or three 
pieces which are ordered, 
packed, consigned and 
normally sold together), 
of knitted or crocheted 
fabnc, not elastic or rub-
berized, of wool, of cot-
ton or of man-made tex- : 
tile fibres, excluding ski 
suits 
Me m-
her 
Sidle' 
B~L 
OK 
F 
0 
IRL 
I 
lTK 
GR 
CF.E 
Quanlolallve 
ltmtl\frnm 
Unoh 
9 
I OOOpieces , 
4 
30 
4 
152 
65 
29.3.82 
Category CCT headtng No 
1S 60.0S 
A llb) 4ff) 
Official Journal of the European Communities 
NIMEXE 
code ( 19l!fl 
60.0S-66; 
68 
Dl:scrtption 
Outer llarments and other antcles, j 
knitted or I.TOcheted, not elastic I 
or rubberized: 
A. Outer g.nment~; and clothtng 1 
accessones · I 
11 Other. 
Men':; and boys' suits (in-! 
eluding coordinate suits j 
consistl!lg of two or three 
pieces which are ordered. I 
packed, cons1gned and I 
normally ~old together). 'j 
of knitted or croc-heted 
fab.-ic, '!0! d.:stic or ruo- I 
beri1t.:d, 01' Vt.;)oi, et cvtM j 
ton or of man-rn~de tex: 1 
tile fihres. exdtotl.ng skt! 
SU!h 
·; 
.; 
.\' 
No L 82159 
Quantttalt~e 
Me m- hmtls from 
~r UntlS 
States 
II'L I OOOpieces 
.. 
DK 
1 
.. 1 [) 9 IRL 
I ~ UK 
GR 1 
cu 14 
f 
:!9.3.82 Official Journal of the European Communities 
GROUP III C 
-------.----------------~------~r-------------------------~-
Catesory 
91 
97 
ccr hcadins No 
62.04 
A 11 
8 11 
59.05 
110 62.04 
I 
Alii 
8 Ill 
i 11 6~.04 
A IV 
B IV 
62.04-23; 
73 
59.05-11: 
21;29;91; 
99 
62.04-25; 
75 
62.04-29; 
79 
Description 
Tarpaulins,' sails, awnings. aun-
blinds,tenlS and campinaaoods: 
Tents 
Nets and nettina made of twine, 
cordage or rope, and made up 
fishing nets of yarn, twine, cor· 
dage or rope: 
Nets and netting made of 
twine, corda'e or rope and 
made up fishmg nets of yarn, 
twine, cordage or rope 
Tarpaulins, sails, awnings, sun· i 
blinds, tents and camping goods: 
Woven pneumatic mattresses ' 
Tarpaulins, sails, awnings, sun·J 
blinds, tents and camping goods: , 
Camping goods, woven, other 
than pneumatic mattresses 
and tents 
112 162.0S I Olh" m•d'"p «u;l• ..,;cl., <••--
' A eluding dress patterns): 
's j o 62.1l5-0I; Other made up tutile anicles, 
.. 
_____ I_E ------------LI-0 _: 3-0-; -9-3 ._· .J-___ w_o_v_en_. __ e_xc_l_u_di_n __ s_th_o_s_e __ o_,f 
 ~ 95; 99 categories 113 and 114 
1 Mem-
ber URIIJ 
l:~~= -·· I 
Tonnes 
B~l 
OK 
F 
0 
IRL 
I 
l!K 
CR 
<FE 
-- - --
\ 
BSL Tonnes 
OK 
F 
D 
IRl 
I 
UK 
GR 
<IF ·- ,-
I I 
BSl T~ .. 
PK 
F 
I> 
IRJ 
I 
LIK 
CR 
Of 
8SL TOADCI 
DK 
F 
0 
IRL 
I 
UK 
C.R 
<IF I 
I 
B:-.:L TOADCI 
OK 
F 
' 
0 
IRl. 
I I I 
UK 
CR. 
' (:U: 
' I 
,. 
Quan[llallve 
ltm•u from 
.J..' 
36 
10' 
70 
137 
3 
22 
30 
6 
313 
19 
2~ 
41 
21 
5 
19 
52 
., 
192 
- ---·---· 
-·-
70 
35 
131 
450 
5 
50 
275 
f 3 
1.018 
25 
1 
4 
25 , 
9 ,, 
2 
78 
99 
4 
61 
139 
4 
15 
34 
4 
360 
1 
.. 
.. 
s 
l 
i 
-~ 
·' 
1 
: 
i 
i 
~. 
1 Exporttl' •-· loll ddnu. c-••YI 
ExportltiUI loom. '*"" , ......... PIYII 
COPY 
3 Quote Y"' 
AnnH conti1191Rt1ire 
2 Ne 
4 C1t1gory number 
Nu!Mro de u1igor11 
5 Cons1gnee (lllml. full ddr~u. counuy) 
Desunataire (nam edrun cornt~lill. peysl EXPORT CERTIFICATE 
(Textile products) 
8 Plate end date of sh1pment-Means Df tr1nspor: 
lieu 11 utt d'tmNrqutmtnt-Moyen it transport 
6 Country of ong1n 
Pays d'ougine 
9 Suppltllllntary deta111 
Donniu suppl6tnentaires 
10 Marks 1nd numbers-Number ilnd k1nt of packaQes-OESCRIPTION OF GOODS 
Marques 11 numifos-Nombrt et nature des coils-DESIGNATION DES MARCHANDISES 
7 Country of dtsllnallon 
P1ys dt des11na11on 
11 Quantity ( 1) 
Quantlte ( 1) 
; 12 FOB V1lue 121 
Villtur FOB 121 
!~ 
S ~ ,1411 a 
~ ~: 
-:: ! . ,, \ ~! r,-3-CEiiTIF;·C~TiO;;;·~~~~-TE~~:u:f>CR:T: ,-;;;-~~~ .. r Jl~~ITE C;MPEH~TE- ··-- - .. --i i 1. the undeuop4. Cet'tlfy tlllt the goods llrsc·•btd ilbCM ha~ been charged 1911nst the qlllftlllltt~ llf!ltl nllbi•SIItd for the ye¥ shown on box No 3 on respecl el tile 
l , Cllf901Y shown 1ft bo• No • by me JI(C'IIISKlr.S ·egu~II"'J tlldt .n !UIIIt products With the E~topun Lonornlt Can-muRify 
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